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Individual income Projected To increase By $24.5 Million This Year
Retail Sales Here Up More Than
$21.5 Million Over Previous Year
By GENE McCUTCHEON
Managing Editor
Local retail establishments recorded
one of their largest years in history in
1978, increasing sales by more than
$21.5 million over 1977.
The increase brought total retail
sales in Calloway County to a record
$147,967,000 during 1978 according to the
annual Business Barometer published
by the Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce.
Retail auto dealers claimed the
biggest share of the increase from 1977
to 1978 — $6,792,000 — among the nine
classifications of sales categorized in
thebarometer. Each of the other eight
categories also reflected increases
ranging from $775,000 for drug stores to
$4.4 million for food stores.
Projected retail sales for the current
Sear total $155,590,000, up some $8
million over 1978. Major gains are also
projected in individual income for
Calloway Countians this year. The
barometer projects total individual
income for the current year to reach
$162,273,090, up $24.5 million over 1978.
The copy of the barometer that was
mailed to members of the chamber
today contains a typographical error,
according to James L. Johnson,
executive vice president of the
chamber. The 1978 figure under the
"Retail Sales Analysis" should read
$147,967,000 for Calloway County and
$133,937,000 for the City of Murray.
Johnson asked that members insert the
correct figures in their copy and said
corrected copies would be mailed out
within a few days.)
'
School Officials Say They're In Better Shape
With Make Up Days Compared To Last Year
Local school officials say they're in a
little better shape this year compared
to the same period last year when it
comes time to make up days missed
due to snow.
Calloway County School System is
back in full operation today, school
officials say. That follows an in-service
training day for teachers Monday
dealing with a county gifted and
talented program.
Dr. Jack Rose, superintendent of the
county school system, said that system
"may be in a little better shape"
compared to other Western Kentucky
school systems. "Some Of them have
missed 20 days already," Rose said.
County school students have missed
15 days while students attending the
Murray city system have missed six.
But, some of those days are already
made up. school officials say. "We've
For Fall '78 Semester
At the same time local retail sales
were booming, the income of Calloway
County residents was also growing.
Total income received by countians in
1978 was computed at $137,744,000, an
increase of almost $5 million over the
previous year. That figures out to an
average income per household, ac-
cording to the barometer, of $14,275
county-wide, $1,334 more than 1977's
average.
The income for households within the
city of Murray was also up by almost
$1,400 over 1977 reaching an average of
$15,625.
The higher incomes received by local
residents, mirrored by the tremendous
retail sales figures, were also reflected
in combined assets of local financial
institutions.
Combined assets of Peoples Bank,
Bank of Murray, Dees Bank of Hazel,
and the Murray branches of Hopkin-
sville Federal Savings and Loan,
Security Federal Savings and Loan and
Home Federal Savings and Loan, were
computed at $207.7 million at the close
of 1978, an increase of more than $30
million over the previous year.
Sales Classifications
The most significant turn-around
among the nine categories broken down
according to product sales was
reported in the retail „ auto sales
category. The auto dealers experienced
a decline in sales from 1976 to 1977 of
$1.4 million but the $6.8 million increase
from 1977 to 1978 brought the total sales
for the year up to $43,224,000, the best
year on record.
The next biggest gainer in sales was
regained three by scheduling in-service
days," Rose said.
Robert Grin Jeffrey, superintendent
of the city system, said that while
students attending the city have ac-
tually missed six days due to snow, they
only have four of those to make up. City
school officials held one Saturday
school day and held an in-service
session another day.
Both school officials say their
systems are "in better shape" this year
compared to the same time last year.
Last year at the same time Calloway
County students had 18 to make up,
Rose said. The county eventually
legged 23 days missed due to snow.
Although Jeffrey didn't have the
precise figures early today, he said the
city system hasn't missed as many
school days this year. "I would say
we're in better shape because we were
in the food sales category. Local con
sinners spent $32,617,000 on food during
1978, an increase of $4,360,000 over 1977
General merchandise sales increased
by $1.8 million to $13.9 million in 1978.
Lumber and hardware sales were up
by almost $2 million to $14,072,000 while
gasoline dealers increased their sales
by $1.6 million to $10,612,000. Apparel
stores sold $8 million worth of goods in
1978, an increase of $1.13 million over
the previous year while furniture stores
increased their sales by $1.5 million to
an $8.9 million total in 1978.
Prepared food outlets also listed a
healthy gain, up $1.6 million to a total of
$10,827,000 during 1978. Local drug
stores' increase of $775,000 brought
their total sales figure in 1978 to $5.88
million.
Johnson said a portion of the sales
increases could be attributed to in-
flation and to a slight increase in
population.
Others Figures Up, Too
In addition to the sales, income and
financial institution figures, the
barometer reports other statistics
which give good indications of the state Murray State University, which
of the local economy, showed a drop of almost 300 students
Postal receipts, which had declined from 1976 to 1977, regained ground
from $810,000 in 1976 to $767,449.93 in during 1978. The barometer lists
1977 did an about face in 1978 and in- enrollment at MSU for the fall of 1978 as
creased to a new high of $855,698. 8,158 students, an increase of 418. In
Energy consumption and purchases spite of the gain in students, the
of water through local utilities were university has increased its faculty
both up by healthy margins in 1978. enough to drop its student-teacher ratio
Consumers burned 24.5 million more from 19:1 in 1977 to 18:1 in 1978.
kilowatt hours of electricity, consumed,. The barometer lists the total property
42 million more cubic feet of natural tax assessment of Calloway County
gas and used 48.5 million more gallons -property in 1978 at $359,927,632.
prepared for it," Jeffrey said.
At the urging of Kentucky Depart-
ment of Education, school officials
statewide Last spring created school
calendars with up to 25 extra days
"built in" so they could use the days in
the event they encountered problems
due to severe weather or energy
problems.
State education officials suggested
that local districts begin school earlier,
use Saturdays for opening and closing
days and shorten Christrnas vacations.
Local school officials say. they
created calendars using some of the
state department's suggestions.
Rose indicated,"I'm going with the
idea that we'll be held accountable for
every day we miss. And right now we're
looking at removing the mini-break,
of water during the year.
Also showing increases were fish and
wildlife receipts which were up slightly
to $75,307.75; and telephone in-
stallations which were up by almost 600
additional phones in use to a total of
17,273
Records show that 614 babies were
born in Calloway County during the
year, with all but one arriving at the
local hospital and the one being born at
home. According to Johnson's figures,
that is a new record number of births
for Calloway County.
Vehicle registrations totaled 31,753 in
1978 reflecting an increase of 3,435
while building permits declined from 84
issued in 1977 to 75 in 1978.
The barometer reports that a total of
4,726 students are enrolled in
elementary and secondary schools in
the Murray and Calloway County
School Systems. This is a drop of 28
students from last year's total of 4,754.
The two school systems have a student-
teacher ratio of 20:1.
extending the school calendar, and
possibly removing part or all of the
sping vacation.
Last year the state board of education
did not hold school systems accountable
for 10 days missed but some school
officials say privately this year that
may not come about.
The Murray City School Board has
mandated that city students attend 175
days regardless if the state department
extends calamity days this year.
Jeffrey said city school officials will
probably eliminate the mini-break ( a
two day short vacation that coincides
with Murray State University's spring
break) and rearrange some scheduled
in-service days. Jeffrey said city of-
ficials also have the option of adding to
the end of the school calendar. He said
city school officials will probably add
on days before considering elimination















INCOME AND SALES — This chart compares the changes in Calloway
County's total individual income and retail sales activity since 1976. The
figures in the column for 1979 are projections based on the Murray-
Calloway County Chamber of Commerce's Business Barometer.
Conditions Of Accident
Victims Stay About Same
The conditions of five local persons
injured in a Saturday night crash on
Highway 641 South about one and one-
half miles north of Puryear, Tenn.,
remain about the same as Monday. The
three are in hospitals in Memphis,
Jackson, Tenn., and Paris, Tenn.
Johnny Scott, 20, 415 N. Fourth St.,
.-Murray, is still listed in critical con-
dition in the neurological trauma in-
tensive care unit at Methodist Central
Hospital in Memphis. Scott was tran-
sferred from the Jackson-Madison
County , Hospital's intensive
neurological unit to the Memphis
hospital Sunday.
Darrell Russell, 24, Route 6, Murray,
is in poor condition in the intensive
neurological care unit of the Jackson
hospital. Russell's condition was listed
yesterday as critical. Jimmy Nor-
sworthy, 18, 807 Vine St., Murray, is
presently listed in fair condition at
Jackson. His condition has improved
from poor.
Scott, Russell and Norsworthy were
transferred shortly after the accident
from the Henry County General
Hospital in Paris to the Jackson
hospital.
Barbara Mattox, 15, Route 5, Murray,
and Catina Beasley, 19, 8061 Woods
Hall, Murray State University, are both
listed in fair condition at the Henry
County hospital.
Two other local people, Larry Ben-
jamin Norsworthy, 19, Route 5,
Murray, and Mrs. Jo Ellyn Russell, 24,
Route 6, Murray, were killed in the
accident. Mrs. Russell was the wife of
Russell and the sister of Miss Mattox.
Over 1,100 MSU Students Listed On Dean's List
A total of 1,184 undergraduate
students at Murray State University
earned recognition on the Dean's List
for high scholarship during the 1978 fall
semester.
Among that number are 243 who
achieved a perfect 4.00 standing. Others
on the Dean's List had grade point
standings between 3.30 and 4.00.
Standings are figured on the basis of
















Sports 7, 8, 9
not as
cold tonight
Partly cloudy and not so cool
tonight. lows in the upper 20s to
around 30. Partly sunny and
warmer Wednesday. Highs in the
low 50s.
Kentucky's extended weather
outlook fbr Thursday through
Saturday calls for a chance of
rain Thursday. changing to snow
before ending Friday
for the fall semester was 5,231.
Records from the university's data
processing office show 41 students from
Calloway County with perfect
scholastic standings. They are: Randy
Aulick, Jan Baggett, Billy Bailey,
Margaret Battle, Larry Bolen,
Elizabeth Clark, Wanda Clark, Patricia
Crawford, Gary Crutchfield, Deborah
Darnell, Judith Eldredge, Ronnie Giles,
Ethel Gilkey, Michaelene Gottfried,
Vicki Griffin, Denny Hanunons, Kathy
Hargrove, Bobby Henry, Kathryn
Hynes, Karen Jones, Tarpley Jones
Deborah Lampe, Raymond Lane,
Richard Lefebvre, Robert Mason
Patricia Melvin, Susan Midboe, Martha
Moore, William Pitman, Debra Ran-
som, Freya Rasmussen, Teresa Rice,
Joy Shipwash, Sarah Sims, Roger
Man Is Charged With
Capital OffenseMurder
A county man is in Calloway County
Jail without bond today following
arraignment Monday on capital offense
murder charges in connection with the
shooting death of Charles G. Eaker.
According to district court officials,
the man, William David West, 24, Route
7, Murray, is charged with capital
offense murder and robbery in core
nection with Eaker's death while
another man, Randy Barrow, 19, also
Route 7, Murray, is charged with
conspiracy to commit murder and
robbery.
Bond for Barrow, who was tran-
sferred to Marshall County Jail, is
$10,000, district court officials said.
Eaker's body was discovered about
3:45 a.m. last Thursday in a car parked
on Highway 1550 about a mile from
Sinking Spring Baptist Church.
Calloway County Coroner Tommy
Walker said, Eaker died of a gunshot
wound to the head.
. A spokesman with Calloway County
Sheriff's Department said the arrest of
West and Barrow came after an in-
vestigation by the department, Ken-
tucky State Police and Murray Police
Department. Authorities said Eaker
was found shot in the head with a .22
caliber pistol.
District court officials said a
preliminary hearing for Barrow is set
April 11 while a hearing for Barrow has
not been scheduled.
According to Calloway County
Attorney Max iParker, capital offense
murder carries the death penalty on
conviction.
In other district court matters
Monday, court officials ordered Kevin
Mott, charged with trafficking in a
controlled substance, possession of
drugs in an illegal container, possession
of marijuana, carrying a concealed
deadly weapon and driving under the
influence, to reappear Feb. 21. Bond for
Mott is $12,000.
The court sentenced. Jake Barnett to
30 days for theft by deception of a value
of 110der $100 while Dan Hale was
sentenced to 30 days for public in-
toxication, court officials said.
Smith, Gail Stacy, Troy Steele, George
Wilkinson, Terry Wiser, Wanda
Darlene Workman, and Christine
Wozniak.
Wilkinson, Terry Wiser, Wanda Work-
man, and Christine Wozniak.
Others on the Dean's List from
Calloway County include: Susan
Adams, Kate Apperson, Aultman
Atherton, Lou Aulick, Keith Barber,
Timothy Barnes, Richard Barrow,
Laurie Beatty, Barbara Blivin, Kathie
Broach, Kathy Calhoun, Norita Cassity,
Vicki Castleberry, Monty Cathey.
See DEAN'S LIST,
Page 10, Colima 3
According to reports, the seven
Murrayans were traveling north in a
car driven by Scott when it collided
with the rear of a northbound tractor-
trailer being driven by James B.
Johnson, 31, Louisville. Johnson was
treated and released at Henry County
General following the accident. -





Calloway County School System
officials have announced a series of
public hearings concerning the
development of a local education im-
provement plan.
School officials say the hearings,
designed to obtain input from in-
terested persons concerning a plan to
assure student access to programs and
services that are geared to improving
performance in the basic skills, are
scheduled at 5:30 p.m. at the elemen-
tary schools.
School hearings are set at Southwest
Elementary Feb. 19, North, Feb. 20 and
East, Feb. n. -
Dr. Jack Rose, county superintendent
of schools, said,"Because of inclement
weather, many school activities have
been rescheduled for FebruarY, and
March. We felt the Er 30 time would give
people the opportunity to attend the
hearing even though they may have
something else scheduled later that
evening."
Registration for the hearings will
begin at each school at 5:15 pin. An
opportunity will be given to any group
or individual wishing to testify in
relation to the program, school officials
said.
For further information, contact
Johnny Bohannon, Education
Improvement Act coordinator,
Calloway County Board of Education,
753-3033.
DELIVER MEALS - Members of Twin Lakes Four-Wheel Drive Club are shown before they leave to deliver. food to
area senior citizens. The club members deliver about '5 meals per day through the auspices of Calloway County
Senior Citizens organization. Shown here (from left) is Tripp Thurman, director of the senior citizens organization,
Ray Sims and his owl Jason, Eddie Chapman, Denny Nall, Pamela Harwood and Allen Harwood. Two other volun-
teers, John Davis and Tom Pritchett were not available for the picture.
•
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:Nursing Class--
Applicatioris Being Taken
For Class, Paducah School
The Paducah School of
,..Practical Nursing is now
accepting applications for the
1979 class which will begin the
first week of August. The
program is eleven months and
offers over 1500 hours of in-
struction in nursing.
The school is accredited by
the Kentucky Board of Nur-
sing Education and Nurse
Registration, National League
for Nursing, and the Southern
Association of Colleges and
Schools.
Graduates of the program
will be awarded a diploma and
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In looking out my window
this morning, I noticed
several changes I would like
to make in my garden this
spring. A few shrubs need to
be taken out completely and
another needs to be moved.
When the branches are bare,
I can see what needs to be
done. So now, I am anxious to
be doing it.
I seem to feel the stirring of
spring around me, althOugh
there is nothing to prove it
except the little sprouts of
jonquils at the front door. But
February days are passing
quickly and we had better be
ready for the planting season,
for it will slip up on us before
we are ready for it.
Have you ever planted the
hybrid violet? The new Ones
come in pink, white and blue,
as well as the old familiar
purple. They are larger than
the old blooms and have
longer stems, making it
easier to make a bouquet of
them. These sturdy little
plants will go through the
winter without harm and
_ liave a longer blooming
'. season than the others. It will
be well worth your while to
set out a border of violets, or
put a few in a pot for the
house or porch.
-g • Also, in looking out my
window, I see so many things
that need attention. There are
several dead branches on the
shrubs, some of them broken
by the ice, and I notice there
is quite a bit of pruning that
will need to be done. There
again you can see what needs
to be done when the branches
are bare. It is much easier to
trim plants when there are no
leaves.
Be careful in trimming the
spring blooming plants. You
do not want to cut too deeply
or you will lose some of your
bloom. The proper time to
have done it was of course in
the fall, but I find I did not cut
away nearly enough, so I will
have to repeat it before the
new growth comes out.
It is like so many other
things, when chores are not
done at the proper time, we
can't get the best results. We
often cause ourselves extra
work by not doing things well
in the first place.
Aren't these sunshiny days
beautiful! We have so many
cloudy, dreary days that it is
wonderful to wake some
morning and find the sun
shining brightly. And from
now on we can expect more of
them. It will be cold, but who
cares.
forget the birds this
cold weather. They need help
and they are so appreciative.
There is no prettier sight in
the world than a Ordinal
pecking away at a bird feeder
in the snow. Put out seed for
them and they'll gather up
flocks.


















examination for licensure as a
licensed practical nurse to
work in hospitals, nursing
homes, public health agen-
cies, doctors offices, in-
dustrial firms, and other
health agencies.
Applicants must be 17 years
of age, be a high school
graduate or have the General
Educational Development
Test, be in good physical and
mental health, furnish
references, take two pre-
entrance test, and have a
personal interview. The cost
of the program to in-state
students is $5.00 registration
fee, and $4.00 per month
tuition. The registration fee
for out-of-state students is
$20.00. and tuition is $40.00 per
month. .The cost of books and
uniforms is approximately
$150.00.
Applications may be filed at
the Paducah Area vocational
Education Center, Health
Occupations Building, bet-
ween the hours of 8:00 a.m.
and 3:00 p.m.
The General Aptitude Test
Battery (GATB) can be taken
at the Department of Human
Resources at 614 South 6th
Street in Paducah Kentucky.
Applicants should call 502-444-
6392 for appointments to take
this test. The California Test is
also required and can be taken
at the Paducah Adult Lear-
ning Center, 2501 Adams
Street, Paducah, Kentucic
Appointments to take this test
can be made' by calling 502-
444-6436.
Personal interviews will be
scheduled after the test scores
and the application are
received. All applicatiens





Wedding Vows Will 101
Be Read March 3
Eula Kay Warren and
William K. (Kip) Dyer
Mr. and Mrs. Toy Lee Barnett of Murray Route 8 announce
the engagement and approaching marriage of their
daughter, Eula Kay Warren, to William K. (Kip) Dyer, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Joe R. Dyer of Murray Route 6 and Mrs.
Colleen Jenkins of Owensboro.
Ms. Warren is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Bailey
- Berne and Mr. and Mrs. Orvis Hendrick of Murray. Mr.
Dyer ishe, grandson of Mrs. Elvie Carson and Wilbur Dyer
of Murrayand Mr. and Mrs. William Conner of Owensboro.
Both Ms. Warren and Mr. Dyer are employed at Fisher
Price Toys.
Tlie wedding will be solemnized on Saturday, March 3, at
7:30 p.m. at the Scotts Grove Baptist Church. A reception will
follow the ceremony.
Only out of town invitations will be sent, and all friends and
relatives are invited to attend the wedding and the reception.
DEAR DR. LAMB - One
year ago I had a hole in my
lung (pneu.mothorax). At the
time, the surgeon put a hole
through my side at the back
of my chest to let out the air.
Two days after being re-
leased from the hospital the
hole popped again. This time
I stayed in the hospital for
five days for bed rest with no
tube in my back.
My problem is this, my
back has been constantly
aching around my shoulder
blade and one doctor said it
was just my nerves thinking
it was lung trouble again.
Another doctor says it will
take a long time for my ribs
to stop aching where the
tube went through.
My question is this, what
ri) HEALTH 
Collapsed lung
Lawrence E. Lamb, M.D.
are the chances of another
hole popping again? Is it
normal for my back to still
ache?
I am a 36-year-old woman
and was told this problem
usually happens in male
teenagers. Is this right?
DEAR READER - A
pnetunothorax, or collapsed
lung, is not a serious prob-
lem, even though it can be
disconcerting. Your lungs
are great air sacs. The wind-
pipe (trachea) goes down
your throat and divides into
half and continues into
smaller and smaller pas-
sages until they end in tiny
air sacs. On occasion, one or
more of these little air sacs
thins out like a blister on the
surface of the lung. It can
Barbara Erwin Leads
Program At
"Wake Us Up Lord" was the
theme of the program
presented with Barbara
Erwin as leader at the general
meeting of the First United
Methodist Church Women
held on Tuesday, Feb. 6, at 10
a.m. at the church.
Other members of the Ruth
Wilson Circle assisting in the
presentation of the program
were Rebecca Irvan, Myrtle
Douglas, Lillian Graves, and
Inez Jones.
A solo, "To Be Used By
God" was sung by Carol
Thompson. The program was
closed with The Litany.
Modest Jeffrey, UMW
president, opened the meeting
by having silent prayer in
memory of six members who
Elderly Should Choose Good Fashions




When you look good you feel
better, and being well-dressed
is important at any age. An
interest in personal ap-
pearance can give you self-
confidence, improve your self-
image and make you more
attractive to others. Unfor-
tunately, clothing for older
people has been given little
4:0 ••• mb• 0.• II• Mr MP 'NV
'Dean.
By Abigail Van Buren
She Wants To Retire
From His Retirement
DEAR ABBY: My husband recently retired, and he is
driving me crazy. Julius and I have been married for 44
years and we're both in good health. He was always so in
volved in his business he had no tirng to develop any hob
bies. He worked and I took-Care of the houie. New he's Koine
and underfoot all day supervising the cleaning, laundry and
cooking!
When the phone rings, Julius runs to answer it. If it's for
me heas to know who it was and what was said. When my
bridge club meets here, he hangs around listening to every
word. The ladies feel inhibited and uncomfortable.
n • yself looking for excuses to- get out-of Ow house
alone. (Julius even goes with me when I go marketing!)
I love him. but I hate to think of spending the rest of my
life under these conditions. So what can I do about Julius'?
FRUSTRATED IN FLORIDA
DEAR FRUSTRATED: Your problem isn't Julius-it's
your reluctance to level with him. Tell him what's on your
mind. Gently, lovingly, honestly and IMMEDIATELY!
Then together investigate activities for retirees in your
community. IFlorida is loaded with them.) Search out other
couples like yourself. Get involved in community service,
politics and volunteerism. Enroll in adult education classes
and discover the arts, music, painting or gardening. Get into
nutrition, meditation or travel! There's a whole new world
out there just waiting to be discovered. And don't forget to
thank God you still have your health and each other!
DEAR ABBY: I work in a very pleasant office and enjoy
my job. My boss is kind and friendly, but he's fat, incredibly
dull, and old enough to be my father.
He often asks me to have lunch with him, but I usually
refuse. I accepted a few times last year only because I didn't
want to hurt his feelings. But I do not enjoy spending my
9:40 lunch hours with a boring old man.
Another girl I work with is having the same problem with
him. You could help us both by answering this.
Are we obligated to go to lunch with him'?
FEE) UP WITH LUNCH
DEAR FED UP: No. Lunching with the boss does not
come with the territory.
DEAR ABBY: I read with interest the letter concerning
the disposition of Grandma's personal effects not provided
for in her will.
I submit the perfect plan used by us four children when
Mother's estate was settled.
Rule one was that anything given to Mother by any of us
went back to the donor.
Rule two was thatetll items not specifically mentioned in
Mother's will (dishes, silver, jewelry, furniture, etc.) would
be auctioned off to the four of us. No money was used -just
bookkeeping: the amount of the winning bid was deducted
from the winner's cash inheritance. (Mother's will stated
that we were all to share equally in her estate.)
That way, everyone got exactly what he or shy
wanted -or the cash equivalent.
W.C. PICK ARD: CEDAR RAPIDS. IOWA
Who said the teem years are the happiest? For Abby's
now booldet "What Teeaagers Waat to Know" write
Abby: 132 Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. Enclose
31 and a long, stamped 128 cents), self-addressed envelope,
please.
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attention by the ready-to-wear
industry.
Limited styles for the
elderly and the fitting
problems that often ac-
company body changes with
age make shopping a little
more difficult.
Some common body




and sagging upper arms.
But oldsters should not
despair when it's time to shop.
- Select clothes that are
easy to put on and off.
- Avoid sleeveless dresses.
- Choose clothes that
flatter a possibly new hair
color or complexion. Fashion
experts recommend pastels
and discourage buying black.
Black often has a hardening
effect on the face.
- Look for clothes with
large buttons and pull-tabs on
the zippers.
- Buy garments with
larger armholes and indefinite
waistlines. Some coats, for
example, are enlarged at the
waist but not at the shoulders.
- Avoid full sleeves,
dangling ties, droopy fabrics
and other clothes with
potentially dangerous
features.
If the clothes you choose are
attractive, comfortable and
easy to care for, your choices
are good. Remember feeling






FOR WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 14, 1979
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) erir-A
A friend may tell you of an
interesting self-improvement
program. Mixing business
with pleasure may have an
embarrassing moment or two.
TAURUS
( Apr. 20 to May 20) tStila'
Right now loved ones have a
clearer perception of what
would make you both happy.
It's. not the best time for en-
tertaining higher-ups.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)114fr
No sense in blaming others
at home if you're not making
constructive use of leisure
time. Set a definite schedule
for creative work.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 72) 00
Your mind is at cross-
purposes with itself. Un-
fortunately good creative
thoughts may interfere with
work that needs to be done
now.
LEO 
4n4;g(July 23 to Aug. 22)
Watch out for needless
expenditure. Though you may
pick up some good items, the




( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) WP
Though you may have in-
novative ideas about work,
you may have difficulty
convincing co-workers of their
merit. Don't get moody.
LIBRA
( Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) Arl
You may be undecided now.
Whether to stay at home or to
go out for a good time is the
question. Pick up a small gift
for a loved one,— --
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) nVelt-
Unpleasant news may put a
damper on home-based ac-
tivities. New friends are ex-
citing but may overstay their
welcome. Watch finances.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) e440
Be especially attentive now





( Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) vi4
Don't spend too much
money on long-distance phone
calls. You could get easily
carried away. New friends
should prove exciting.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
You have good business
ideas now, but executing them
may be difficult at the present
moment. Downplay ego in
your dealings with others.
PISCES
( Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) .X
Plan a trip for the two of
you. Getting away may
provide both of you with new
perspectives about current
problems. Be flexible.
YOU BORN TODAY are
inclined to take unwise
chances. A love of adventure
causes you to experiment with
jobs and often you get by on
your wits. Somewhat op-
portunistic, your best op-
portunity comes with a good
education in the field in which
you whit to excel. Thoroughly
dramatic you're drawn to the
theater and can succeed there.
UMW Meet
have died during the past few
months. They are Faye Sledd,
Mable Tolley, Ophelia Swann,
Helen Nelson, Gladys Hale,
andGeorgia Cutchin.
A life membership was
presented to Eleanor Diuguid
by Barbara Brandon of the
Bessie Tucker Circle.
Reports were given by
Maybell Byers, treasurer,
grances Sexton, secretary,
and Irma La Follette who said
the, program books for 1979
were prepared by Margaret
Hurd.
Announcement was made of
the meeting of the Church
Women United to be held at
the First United Methodist
Church on Friday, March 2,
opening with a social hour at
9:30 a.m. The project this year
is -The Fellowship Of the
Least Coin" and each member
is asked to contribute one cent
per month of age.
The goals for 1979 for the
United Methodist Women
were read.
Hostesses for the coffee
hour held at 9:30 a.m. were
members of the Wesleyan
Circle.
blow out.
When that happens, theater
whistles out of the lulls
through that 'hole into the
space between the lungs and
the rib cage. As the air MIS
this potential space, the lung
collapses. That is why such a
condition is sometimes
called a collapsed lung.
When the lung collapses
spontaneously, as in your
case, it is sometimes neces-
sary to slip a tube through
the chest wall and into that
space where the air is acc0-
mulating. This allows the
lung to re-expand as the atr
in that space is pushed oat
through the tube. Otherwise,
the air must be slowly
absorbed, causing the lung
to be collapsed for a longCr
period of time.
Once the ruptured blister
on the lung has healed com-
pletely, the lung expands
back to normal. It's possible
that the lung can be ex-
panded too soon, before the
hole has fully healed, which
may have happened in your
case.
Sometimes there are sev-
eral blisters on the lung,
causing repeated episodes.
To give you a better under-
standing of the space thet
exists between the lungs anti
the rib cage and how Die
lungs expand and move, I
am sending you The Health
Letter number 2-4, Keeping
Your Lungs Fit. Other read-
ers who want this issue cap
send 50 cents with a long,
stamped, self-addressed en-
velope for it. Send your
request to me in care of this
newspaper, P.O. Box 1551,
Radio City Station, New
York, NY 10019.
It's not too unusual to have
pain and aching in a chest
wall for quite some time
after a large puncture lit
made, as in your case. The
same is true for people whe
have had chest surgery, for
one reason or another.
Whether you will have an-
other collapsed lung or not
depends upon how many
more.blisterlike formations
on the surface of the lung
you have, if any. This condi,.
tion is more common in
young, healthy men. I satg
quite a few cases in the Ail'
Force flying population. But
a collapsed lung can occur in
anyone at any age.
It's Here!
Atlanta Channelff 14 Hours A Day
ANOTHER CABLE TV EXCLUSIVE
JUST FOR YOU!
All Night Movies
Cable TV has added an exciting new channel—
WTCG from Atlanta Now you can choose a movie
almost any time of the day—including "early bird"
flicks for night owls'
Don't miss super movies, and WTCG's other great
programs around the clock
.'•
• Exclusive sports action from Atlanta's pro
teams, featuring over 100 Braves games
this season
• The most popular family shows ever—
something for everyone
WATCH WTCG ON CABLE CHANNEL ill
Atlanta, Channel 17, comes to you at no
additional cost. This is another cablevision
effort to increase your television viewing
pleasure and will be a part of your basic
service.
And that's not all folks, check
cablevision, Channel 11, for unannounced






































































































































Murray Star Chapter No.
433 Order of the Eastern Star
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
lodge hall. An initiation is
planned.
Murray TOPS (Take Off
Pounds Sensibly) Club will
• meet at the Health Center,
North 7th and Olive Streets, at
7 p.m.
Groups of First Christian
Church CWF will meet as
follows: I with Mrs. B. D. Hall
at 10 a.m. with program by the
Rev. Dr. David Roos; IV with
Mrs. Helen Campbell at 7:30
p.m. with program by Mrs.
Terry Hart.
Calloway County YFAettes
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
Murray Vocational School.
Film-lecture presentation
on "Return to the Tetons" by
photographer-naturalist
Charles T. Hotchkiss will be at
7 p.m. at the Student Center
auditorium, Murray State
University. This is the fourth
of a series of Audubon Wildlife
Films during 1978-79.
Murray High Band Boosters
have changed their meeting to
Feb. 20.
.' Christian Education
Committee of First Christian
Church will meet in the church
library at 7 p.m.
. Murray Branch of the
American Association of
University Women will meet
at 7:15 p.m. at the North
Branch of the Peoples Bank
Lecture by Lucas Samaras,
painter and photographer
from New York City, will be in
Room 423, Fine Arts Center,
Murray State University, at
7:30 p.m. This is free and open
to the public.
Baptist Young Women of
Memorial Baptist Church will
meet at the home of Robbie
Key at 7 p.m.
Wednesday, February 14
Hazel Senior Citizens will
meet at the Hazel Community
Center at 12 noon with the
program to be presented by
the Calloway County Public
Library.
Murray-Calloway County
Board of Realtors will meet at
11:30 a.m. at the Triangle
Restaurant with Mark C.
Shults, resident energy ad-
visor of home insulation












will meet at 9:30 a.m. at
Sirloin Stockade. If Calloway
Schools are not in session, the
meeting will be cancelled.
Harris Grove Homemakers
Club will meet with Mrs. Jack
Kavanaugh at I p.m.
New Concord Homemakers
Club will meet in the home of
Mary Montgomery at 1 p.m.
South Pleasant Grove
Homemakers Club has
changed its meeting to Feb.
21.
Ladies Day luncheon at




rescheduled its meeting at
9:30 a.m. at the First
Assembly of God, South 16th
Street and Glendale Road.
Evening circles of First
United Methodist Church
Women will meet at 7:30 p.m.
as follows: Ruth Wilson at the
church and Wesleyan at home
of Doris Rowland.
Murray Bass Club is
scheduled to meet at 6:30p.m.
at the Triangle Restaurant.
Welcome Wagon Club has
rescheduled its meeting at
DeVanti's at 11:30 a.m. for the
installation of officers and
with a guest speaker from the
Land Between the Lakes.
Bowling for Senior Citizens
will be at Corvette Lanes at
1:30p.m.
Special exhibition and sale
of prints and graphics will be
at the Clara M. Eagle Gallery,
Fine Arts Center, Murray
State.
Thursday, February 15
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi will honor its
Valentine Queen, Debbie
Villaflor, with a banquet at
DeVanti's.
Twin -Lakes Antique Car
Club will have an important.
meeting at the Sirloin
Stockade at 6:30p.m.
Public Hearing on the
Development of the
Educational Improvement
Plan for the Murray City
Schools will be held at the
Murray Middle School at 7
p.m. The public is urged to
attend.
Voice recital by Steve
Evans, Owensboro, will be at
8:15 p.m. at Farrell Recital
Hall, Fine Arts Center,
Murray State University. Note
change from MSU calendar of
events.
Thursday, February 15
Ellis Center will be open
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for
activities by the Murray
Senior Citizens including
devotion at 10:05 a.m., visiting
at 10:30 a.m., lunch at noon,
and table games and visiting
at 1 p.m.
Business and Professional
Women's Club will meet at the
Triangle Restaurant at 6:30
p.m.
Home Department of
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at 2 p.m. at the club
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Thursday, February U
Murray Women of the
Moose will meet at 8 p.m. at
the lodge hall with the officers
to meet at 7 p.m.
Non-denominational Bible
Study will belield at 7:30 p.m.
at Room 205, Roy Stewart
Stadium, Murray State
University. Persons are asked
to bring their Bibles.
Legion Of Mary of St. Leo's
Catholic Church will meet at
1:30 p.m. in the church rec-
tory.
Knights of Columbus will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at Gleason
Hall.
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
Order of the Eastern Star is
scheduled to meet at 7:30 p.m.
at the lodge hall.
Informal Bible Study will be
at the home of Mrs. Ron
Wright at 9 a.m. with Mothers'
Day Out observed at First
Baptist Church.
Night Group of Baptist
Young Women, First Baptist
Church, will meet with Mrs.




LOS ANGELES (AP) -
Letters from well wishers -
including England's Queen
Elizabeth II - helped keep up
his spirits whjle,he recovered
from surgery to remove his
cancerous •stomach, says
actor John Wayne.
The gravel-voiced box office
king says he's now "feeling
fine and going to make it."
In a copyright interview
with the Los Angeles Herald-
Examiner, Wayne said he got
30,000 letters at the
hospital...and there were
another 10,000 here when I got
home. I skimmed through
some of those and found one
from one of my grand kids,
who wrote it the day I was
,operated on."
He made his comments
Sunday from his Newport
Beach home - a day after
being released from UCLA
Medical Center.
"I still have a little trouble
(a slight infection), but as
soon as that clears up, I'll be
up and at 'em," Wayne said.
Wayne underwent 91/2 hours
of surgery Jan. 12. Doctors at
the medical center have said
they expect him to make a




Dr. Charles R. Duke,
associate professor of English
at Murray State University, is
the author of an article which
appears in the latest issue of




the article traces the
relationships between the
"back to basic skills"
movement in public education
and the development of
creative expression in the
classroom.
Duke, who joined the faculty
at Murray State in 1978, is the
author of "Creative
Dramatics and English
Teaching." He has presented
numerous workshops in
creative dramatics




Dr. Frederick L Kumar, an
associate professor in the
Department of Philosophy and
Religious Studies at Murray
State University, presented a
paper at the recent Southeast
Conference on Asian Research
in Lexington.
The paper read by Kumar. a
member of the faculty at
Murray State since 1970, was
entitled "An Analysis of Sakti
Symbols and Meanings."
Several foreign dignitaries
and scholars, as well as many
experts from the United States
an Southeast and Southern
Asia, attended the conference.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. James Fox of Dexter





datighter of Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Gardner and Danny Steve
Champion, son of Mr. and
Mrs. William Champion, all of
Murray, exchanged wedding
vows, in a candlelight
ceremony at Cherry Corner
Baptist Church on Saturday.
Jan. 20, at 6 p.m.
The Rev. Roy Gibson of New
Harmony Baptist Church,
Marshall County, performed
the double ring ceremony.
The altar was decorated by
a centered fifteen branch
brass candelabraum, two
spiral candelabra, and two
seven branch candelabra
entwined with southern
similes on either side. Baskets
of white gladioli, mums and
blue tipped daisy mums, and
live potted palms completed
the scene. The aisles were
marked with brass hurricane
lamps and blue bows.
Mrs. Norinne Winter
presented a program of
wedding music on the organ.
"Somewhere My Love" was
played as the mother of the
bride was seated. The
traditional wedding marches
were used for the processional
and recessional.
Candlelighters and ushers
were Tony Gardner and Dan
Gardner.
Bride's Dress
The bride, given in
marriage by her parents, was
radiant in her formal gown of
ivory magic crepe, designed
by Bridal Originals. The
sculptured bodice featured a
victorian neckline with wide
bands of chantilace, em-
broidered with seed pearls
and full bishop sleeves with
deep cuffs of chantilace. The
simple a-line skirt fell
gracefully from an empire
waist into a watteau chapel
train. Wide bands of chan-
tilace accented the frontintriel
and bordered the hem of the
train.
Her fingertip veil of ripple
silk illusion was attached to a
camelot headpiece of chan-
tilace and seed pearls. Mat-
ching lace framed the veil.
She carried a cascade of
white roses, baby's breath and
ivy centered with a white
orchid. The bride presented
her mother a red rose as she
came down the aisle escorted
by her father.
Her only Jewelry was gold
and pearl earrings, a gift of
her parents.
Miss Karen Todd was the
maid of honor, with Mrs.
Susan Suiter was bridesmaid.
They wore identical formal
dresses of soft blue velveteen.
featuring empire waistlines
with sheer blue floral capes
covering the tiny strapped
bodices.
They carried white maribou
muffs trimmed with blue
tipped daisies and blue
streamers. White maribou
combs adorned their hair.
Barry Travis served Mr.
Champion as best man. Tony
Gardner was the groomsman.
The groom and his attendents
wore navy tuxedos with navy
velvet trim and soft blue
ruffled shirts. Travis and
Gardner wore white car-
nations boutonnieres and the
groom wore a white rose.
The bride's mother chose a
Mr. and Mrs. Danny Steve Champion
formal gown of peacock blue
textured dacron. The gown
was fashioned with a vee
neckline and full butterfly
sleeves. She wore matching
accessories and a white
cymbidium orchid pinned at
her shoulder.
Mrs. Hill Gardner and Mrs.
Ruble Thurman, grand-
mothers of the bride, and Mrs.
Erie Cunningham, great
grandmother of the bride,
wore white carnation cor-
sages.
Miss Angie Lee presided at
the register. The table was
covered with a floor length
white lace cloth and featured a
miniature of the bride's
bouquet.
Reception
The reception was held
immediately following the
ceremony in the fellowship
hall of the church.
The bride's table was laid
with a floor length white lace
ruffled cloth trimmed in soft
blue. Blue bows and ivy
graced the corners. The table
was centered with an
arrangement of white gladioli,
mums and blue tipped car-
nations in a silver epergne,
surrounded by burning white
tapers.
The four tiered all white
cake was topped by white
doves and wedding rings. A
miniature bouquet was bet-
ween the columns. White
daisies and greenry
surrounded the base. Punch,
nuts and mints were served
from silver appointments.
Assisting with the serving
were Miss Ellen Mahan, Miss
Carma Lisa Lovett, Mrs.
Ramona Roberts, and Mrs.
Edna Wiggins. They wore
white carnations corsages.
Raysha Roberts and John
Wiggins passed among the
guests with blue rice bags in
wicker baskets.
After cutting the cake and
toasting each other with the
Former First Lady Bess
Truman Celebrates 94th
INDEPENDENCE, Mo.
(AP) - Former first lady
Bess Truman planned to
celebrate her 94th birthday
quietly today in her stately 17-
room Victorian mansion.
The widow of President
Harry Truman was reported
in high spirits and regaining
her strength from recent
hospital stays.
Bouquets of flowers and
cards and letters were ex-
pected for Mrs. Truman, who
has surpassed by five years
the age of any former first
lady. Anna Harrison, wife of
the 9th president, William
Henry Harrison, lived to the
age of 89.
Mrs. Truman's sister-in-
law, Ma.-y Wallace, 84, said
sir planned to stop by with a
birthday favorite of the for-
mer first lady's - homemade
chocolate fudge.
"She's very frail; she
doesn't get around too well
yet," said Mrs. Wallace, who
lives near the Truman home
and is a frequent visitor. "The
nice part is that her head is
clear. Thank goodness she can.
read; that's one of her great,
pleasures." Mrs. Truman
likes mystiry stories.
Health has been a problem
for Mrs. Truman the past
year. She spent 17 days at
Research Medical Center in
June and was hospitalized
again from Nov. 20 to Dec. 16
for tests and treatment of high
blood pressure.
wedding cup, the couple left
for an unannounced trip. The
bride wore white slacks, black
and rose floral blouse and
black velvet blazer. She wore
black accessories and her
mother's orchid corsage was
pinned at her shoulder.
The couple is now residing
on Murray Route 5.
Mrs. Edna Wiggins and
Mrs. Romona Roberts
directed the wedding and
reception.
Rehearsal Supper
Mrs. Dan Gardner and Mrs.
Ray Roberts were hostesses
for the rehearsal supper held
on Friday night, prior to the
wedding.
The buffet meal was served
from a table laid with a white
lace trimmed cloth and
centered with an arrangement
of white carnations and yellow
porn poms in a silver con-
tainer. Covers were laid for
thirteen persons. The bridal
couple presented gifts to their
attendants.
Longest Cake
MOUNT BERRY, Ga. (AP)
- The bakers at Berry College
had a little problem after
cooking up what they say is
the world's longest cake - all
177,1 feet of it.
The cake - baked as part of
a celebration marking the
school's 77th birthday
Tuesday - was unveiled in a
room only 103 feet long. School
officials fixed that by bending
the cake around the rooms
corners.
The school said that Ben-
jamin H. Williams, a certified
public accountant, confirmed
the length of the cake.
The 1978 Guiness Book does
not contain a "longest cake"
category, but does list the
largest cake ever made: the
Baltimore City, Maryland,
Bicentennial Cake of July 4,
1976, which weighed 69,860
pounds. It contained an
estimated 100,000 eggs, 21,600
pounds of sugar and 415
pounds of salt.
As for the Berry College
cake, school officials listed
these ingredients: 135 pounds
of butter; 270 pounds of sugar;
202',2 pounds of flour; 90 dozen
eggs; 16 gallons, 2 quarts, 2
cups of milk; 1 gallon, 1 cup of
baking powder; 10
tablespoons salt; 3 quarts













Haney, Baby Boy (Ann), Rt.
7 Bx 764, Murray.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Debbie J. Curtis, Rt. 2
Calvert City, Mrs. Dana G.
Crouch, Rt. 1 Bx. 214 Murray,
Barbara C. Waiver, 1504
Clayshire Dr. Murray, Mrs.
Debra A. Allbritten, Bs. 23
Puryear, Tenn., Jerry N.
Darnall, Rt. 1 Hardin, Mrs.
Pamela S. Williams, Rt. 5
Murray, Mrs. Ruby P.
Madden, Rt. 5 Paris, Tenn.,
Bobby J. Carson, Rt. 2 Be. 58-
C Buchanan, Tenn., Kenton E.
Kohr, Rt. 5 Bx. 507 Murray,
James R. Phillips, Hardin,
Mrs. Theresa M. Lampkins,
Rt. 1 Bx. 286 Hardin, Mrs.
Juanita L. Shobe, Rt. 6 Bx.
328-A, Paris, Tenn., Jackie L.
Wyatt, Rt. 2 Bx. 147 Murray,
Sandra L. Vickers, 1703
Calloway, Murray, Willard T.
Pace, 307 S. 11th, Murray,
Mrs. Mary 0. Richerson, Bx.
97 Hazel, Mrs. Melissa A.
Smith, 404 S. 12th Murray,
Kenny R. Gallimore, Bx. 63
Puryear, Tenn., William M.
Hobbs, Rt. 6 Bs. 275-H







Mrs. Sherry Bowden, Rt. 1,
Box 287, Henry, Tenn., MO.
Clara Thorn, Rt. 1, Box 82,
Alma, John C. Cannon 1110
Sycamore Dr., Murray,
Logena Wilson, Box 57,
Oakton, Mrs. Judith E.
Delapp, Rt. 7, Box 98,
Mayfield, Mrs. Brenda K.
McClure, Rt. 1, Box 418,
Murray, Mrs. Robbie L.
Canup, 707 Story Ave.,
Murray, Mare T. Fain, Rt. 2,
Box 166C, Murray, Mrs.
Shirley A. Carpenter, Rt. 5,
Box 2375, Murray, Hollis 0.
Pate, A-8 Fox Meadows,
Murray, R. B. Croll, Jr., Rt. 1
Box 55, Hardin, Mrs. Wanda
L Rayburn, Rt. 3, Box 384K,
Murray, Mrs. Sylvia E.
McKinney, Rt. 1, Box 61,
Dexter, Mrs. Beatrice Jones,
Rt. 1, Hazel, Gilbert R.
Stowers, Apt. B4 Southside
Manor, Murray, Maude F.
Nance, New Concord, Mrs.
Louise E. Morgan, 109 N. 17th,
Murray, Mrs. Carmen E.
Shelton, Rt. 5, Box 2252,
Murray, Mrs. Audrey L.
Moore, Rt. 4, Box 85A,.
Murray, Mrs. Christine
Garland, Rt. 1, Kirksey,
Walter F. Brockwell, 29
Hillbrest Dr., Paris, Tenn.,
Mrs. Nanna L. Slayden, Rt. 1,
Clinton, Arlos C. Byars, Box
121, Hazel, Mrs. Mary L.
Steele, 1626 Miller Av.,
Murray, Mrs. Naomi Creech
(Expired), CR Box 333, New
Concord, Alfred C. Cun-
ningham (expired), 1105
Sycamore, Murray, Jule
Kaplan (expired), 1002 Irene
Terrace, Murray.
Joseph P. Kennedy,
diplomat, financier and father

























DUE TO THE EXTREMELY SEVERE WINTER MANY OF OUR
GOOD CUSTOMERS HAVE BEEN UNABLE TO SHOP IN OUR
STORE. AS A RESULT OUR INVENTORY IS LARGER THAN PLAN-
NED. WE ARE THEREFORE REPEATING OUR GREAT 20% OFF
SALE! COME IN & TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS GOOD FORTUNE'









ITEMS ON SALE THAT MAY
NOT FIT YOUR PRESENT
NEEDS BUT WE ARE SELL
ING EVERY ITEM IN OUR
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EDITOR IAL
Yes, We Do Need
Tax Reductions
Despite criticism from some
bureaucrats and the state's
largest newspaper, the Ken-
tucky General Assembly is
correct in cutting taxes and
trimming the state budget.
The bureaucrats are giving
their crying towels a workout.
"Cutting my department's
budget will hurt this program . .
. that program . . . services will
; have to be cut..." and on and
on.
Government has had an
unlimited supply of money long_
- enough. It's time the
bureaucrats learned to tighten
their belts — the same way tax-
payers have always had to do.
Government officials com-
plain about inflation, and say
they must have enough in-
creases in taxes to offset higher
prices. How many taxpayers
are getting wage increases big
enough to offset the rising
prices of transportation, food,
housing, and clothing? Very
few.
—"" President Carter has called
on Americans to sacrifice. We
do not believe he omitted
federal, state and local govern-
ments from that request.
AP News Analysis
The state legislature's move
toward eliminating sales tax on
utilities, reducing traffic fines
and placing a ceiling on in-
creased property tax revenues
is, indeed, appropriate. It will
force government to spend
wisely — and it will provide
some relief to the taxpayers
who are already having a hard
time balancing their household
budgets.
We applaud the legislators
for ignoring the bureaucrats




FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — "It was
an end to our innocence — and our
ignorance." state Sen. Robert Martin,
0-Richmond. remarked about halfway -
through the special legislative session.
He meant that the General Assembly
at last had learned the fiscal facts of life
and had broken away from the wet-
nurse dependence on the executive
branch for data on Kentucky's biennial
• budget — which these two fiscal years
ttotals $7.5 billion.
In the final analysis, that could be the
greatest accomplishment of the five-
week session which was called by U.
Gov. Thelma Stovall last November in
the absence of Gov. Julian Carroll.
If knowledge is power, then one of the
reasons a governor has so much power
:over the Legislature is that he knows
----- where the money liar isn't.
That brutal fact faced the lawmakers
:1115 Mrs.- Stovall placed several tax
:reduction proposals before them, with
no detailed directions on how to
proceed, while Carroll, incensed at the
surprise call, indulged in doomsday
 talk about lack of money to finance the
cuts and offered no guidance. either.
As it turned out, the Legislature got a
grip on the situation and passed some
tax reductions while at the same time
discharging its responsibility of slicing
part of the budget.
As Sen. John Berry, D-Turners
Station, said on the next to last day, the
Legislature — and only the Legislature
— should get the credit for the ac-
complishments.
The remarks by Berry, a leader of the
Black Sheep dissidents in the Senate,
reflected praise on neither Mrs. Stovall,
a Democratic candidate for governor
who was trying to make political hay
with the call, or Carroll, supporting
another candidate and turning 180
degrees on his original plan to stay on
the sidelines during the session.
The Legislature found that by
demanding fiscal facts and doing heavy
homework, it could get a fair idea even
in the middle of the fiscal period, what
money might be available for tax cuts.
It discovered that, just as Mrs.
Stovall had said, it could exert a
measure of independence by carrying
on without consulting constantly with
the governor's office.
The result perhaps is mixed, but it is
the assembly's handiwork, not the
creation from on high passed down for
its rubber stamp approval
Basically, the result of the session in
taxes has been a stabilization of the
property tax at 4 percent yearly, though
the bill is bewildering in some of its
details, and a repeal of the 5-cent state
sales tax on home utilities.
This is what Mrs. Stovall mentioned,
although another mild form of tax relief
she espoused the larger deduction for
those who do not itemize on the income
tax form -- has been shelved until the
1090 regular session
'The I.,gllature also gave relief to
those who commit moving traffic
violations, another proposal on Mrs.
Stovall's agenda.
For example, a motorist pleading
guilty to running a stop sign no longer
will pay $52.50 for the offense — which
outraged many — but only $35 if
payment is made bcfore a court
hearing.
Predictably, Mrs. Stovall will not try
to be mixiest about the outcome in her
campaign. After all, she called the
session and there are tangible results.
And Carroll, who became one of the
born-again tax cutters after sulking in
his tent at the start, also can claim that
he cooperated or almost led the
lawmakers in achieving the outtome.
But that's politics. The skeptical view
of Berry is that had either Carroll or
Mrs. Stovall been so concerned back in
the 1978 session with such matters, they





not a kid man. I'm




Don't Sweat A Jury Duty Call;
It's An Interesting Experience
One evening last fall, I was sum-
moned from my favorite chair to take a
phone call. It was the law. My good
friend, Deputy Sheriff Hollis Roberts,
had a summons for me. I had been
selected, he said, to serve on the jury at
a special November term of Judge
James Lassiter's circuit court.
Never before had I been called for
jury duty, and at first I thought he was
kidding. I thought they did like they do
in the movies and on TV when they
served a summons by handing it to you
in person. Now they use the phone. "It's
quicker — and cheaper," Hollis said.
He assured me, however, that the
summons was legal and for real, em-
phasizing his declaration by asking if I
knew the meaning of contempt of court.
++++++
How did they happen to select me? I
asked this of Frances Shea, our
amicable circuit court,alçk, and she
patiently explained election
process to me.
In December before each new year,
Judge Lassiter appoints three "j
commissioners," two in the county
one in the city. This year the county--
commissioners live in the southwest
and southeast sections. Next year, they
will be from the northeast and nor-
thwest sections
Then, using the active property tax
rolls and the last general election
voting list, these commissioners
compile a list of 1,500 names. With their
addresses and telephone numbers
added, these names are put on small
slips of paper and each one put into a
plastic capsule.
These capsules then are put into a
large metal drum, provided by the
state. It is locked and the key given to
the judge.
Thirty days before the first day of the
next term of court, or thereabouts, the
judge personally draws 60 names from









Murray was selected as the site for the town in 1843, on 80
acres of land owned by Edmund and Charles Curd, surveyed as
being section Section 26, Township 2 North, Range 4 East. Ed-
mund Curd, it should be reminded, was the receiver for the public
lands sold at auction by the state at Wadesboro, thus was in a
fortunate and convenient position to influence the selection of
the site. Some historians record the lands as being the property
of Charles Curd and James Price, the latter perhaps purchased
the elder Curd's share. Charles was probably a brother of Edmund
Curd.
Not only was the location of the new county seat in harmony
with the economic fortunes of the ranking land sales appointee,
its name, Murray, was derived from that of Hon. John C. Murray,
who is recorded to have been born in Wadesboro and also buried
in that place.
Comparing the dates of the Purchase in 1818, the recorded
establishment of the county in seat at Wadesboro in 1823, laying
out of the town of Murray in 1842, birth of Hon. John C. Murray
in the town of Wadesboro, this gentleman for whom the city of
Murray is named must have been an up and coming young man
at the age of 19 years or thereabouts. His political office accom-
plishments as a member of the Kentucky House of Representa-
tives was subject to constitutional age limitations. In addition, he is
iccurded as a member of the U. S. Congress for 11 years despite
the congressional records indicating only a single term of two
years. The discrepencies indicate errors of historical date record-
ings, or imaginary laudations to lend glamour to the namesake.
On the other hand, It ,s not presumptions to assume a powerful
voice was the dete?mffiing 'factor for a -favorite son" with the
capacity to become a distinguished gentleman. He was the son-In-
Yaw of Edrmind Curd. Notwithstanding the contradfctiens or
this editor's errors, the village was named Murray.
To Be Continued
who compiles the list and passes it
along to Sheriff Max Morris and his
deputies.
Then 20 days before the court opens,
Max and his men contact each person
listed to give them the joyful tidings
that they have been selected from ALL
the residents of Calloway County to
serve with pride and distinction as
jurors during the upcoming term of
court. They also are given the hour and
date to report for duty.
++++++
For many called, from then on it's a
matter of trying to see how they can get
out of serving. Personally, I don't think
the judge should excuse anyone, ex-
cept, possibly, for an extreme hardship
or an emergency: It only takes a few
hours at a time, and most days we were
there only 15 minutes or so, being ex-
cused because some legal technicality
had postponed or continued the case
scheduled.
We do what we want to do. We put our
professional and community respon-
sibilities aside quickly and without
hesitation to go where WE want to go
and when WE want to — but a lot of us
are too busy for jury service, one of our
greatest obligations under our
democratic system of government.
Which brings to mind the story they
tell about Dr. Harry Sparks when he
became president of Murray State
University. Dr. Sparks is said to have
told Judge Lassiter that he would not
ask for or endorse the exemption of any
staff or faculty member called for jury
duty. He felt it was their civic duty to
serve.
A few terms later, Dr. Sparks' name
was drawn. Calling the judge, he said,
"Jim. I'm too busy to serve. I've got the
whole university to run and every
moment of my day is taken up. How
about excusing me?"
To which, the judge replied by
reminding Dr. Sparks of his earlier




It has been said that Jewish
literature, and Jewish humor in par-
ticular, has a certain wry, ironic
quality. This is certainly true of much
of the wisdom of the Jewish pietists or
Hasidim.
The following aphorism, included in
Martin Buber's Tales of the
Hasidim:Early Masters (Schocken:
1947), captures the dry sparkle in much
Jewish life and thought:
Rabbi Mikhal once said to his
sons: "My life was blessed in that I
Dever needed anything until I had
It.
This same Rabbi, it would appear,
also understood well the sin of pride, for
he is reported to have said:
When the Evil Urge tries to tempt
man to sin, it tempts him to
become all too righteous.
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admitted. "I did say that, and I'll stand
by it." He served right along with the
others. No one in Murray is busier and
puts in more hours than the president of
the university, and Dr. Sparks realized
his obligation.
No one is indispensable. If you don't
believe it, simply stick your finger in a
pan of water. Then take it out and see
what happens.
++++++
Judge Lassiter praised our panel,
calling it one of the best he had ever
had, and we were proud of that
assessment from the bench. Only two or
three of those called were excused.
Among those who quietly accepted the
duty and served on our panel were, to
name a few, Peggy Billington, Loretta
Jobs, Kenneth Adams, Jimmy Ford,
Anita Thomas, Euple Ward, Barbara
Priddy, Ella Mae Quertermous,
Eguene Chaney, Robert Putoff and
others.
I was selected to sit on two juries —
one involving a hassle between a
groceryman and the manufacturer of a
refrigerator display case and another
dealing with an armed robbery.
So, if you get a jury duty call from
Max or one of his deputies one of these
days, don't sweat it. There's nothing to
it but a little time, and it'll be one of the
most interesting experiences you could
have.
Bible Thought
Jesus said unto him, Thou
shalt love the Lord thy God with
all thy heal*, and with all thy
soul, and with all thy mind.
Matthew 22:37.
It is easier for a man to think
he loves God, than it is to be
kind to your own family and the
people you work with.
Low Down
By Joe I :ru nip
Looking Back
10 Years Ago
The Calloway County Fiscal Court
approved a resolution calling for the
construction of the addition to the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
David Keith Erwin, 18, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Buren Erwin, has enlisica in the
Air Force and will take is basic
training at Lackland Air Force Base,
Sari Antonio, Texas.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Minnie
Lovins Tucker, 87, Dewey English, 62,
Rue Beale, 66, and Mrs. Rebecca
Moore, 76.
The Gospel Aires Quartet composed
of Gaylon H. Morris, Ruth Ann Barrow,
Carol Barrow, arid Warren Sykes with
Mrs. Morris as pianist will appear on
the Paducah TV Station on Feb. 16 at
9:15 a.m.
Shirley Wade, Mary Smith, Margaret
Morton, Jean Chancey, Polly Owen,
Ona Birdsong, Sallie Guy, Martha Ails,
Peggy Tobey, Verona Grogan, Valada
Stuart, and Glenda Hill had the top
averages in bowling in the Diller or
Dollar Bowling League this week.
20 Years Ago
The Ryan Milk Company could sell
almost five times the amount of
manufactured milk products than it is
now selling, said Jim Walston, field
man for the firm, at the meeting at the
Murray Rotary Club.
Deaths reported include Mrs. H. B.
Taylor, 63.
Miss Carol Jean Humphreys was
crowned as "Miss Puryear" at the
homecoming basketball game of
Puryear High School by the boys' team
captain, Robert Ball. Her attendants
were Carolyn Dunn, Gaynelle Valen-
tine, and Nancy Underwood.
In high school basketball games Lyon
County beat Hazel and Murray Douglas
beat Hickman Riverview. High team
scorers were Dyer with 19 for Lyon,
Waters with 24 for Hazel, J. Jackson
with 25 for Douglas, and Robinson with
21 for Hickman.
Nancy McClure and Mary Elkins
gave the lesson on "Sewing(' at the
meeting of the Pottertown
Homemakers Club held at the home of
Miss Dela Outlapd.
Showing at the Murray Drive-In
Theatre is "Thunder Road" starring
Robert Mitchum and Keely Smith and
"The Lone Ranger and The Lost City of
Gold."
30 Years Ago -
Rubie Smith of Murray State College
served as acting chairman at the
second in a series of meetings of
Western Kentucky Area Elementary
Supervisors held at Madisonville. Her
subject was "Science In Elementary
Schools."
Deaths reported include Norma Kay
Clark, 12.
J. Chester Durham, state secretary
of Baptist Student Work in Kentucky,
will be the speaker at the Baptist youth
revival to open Feb. 20 at the First
Baptist Church, Murray.
Tilghman beat Bowling Green,
Henderson beat Mayfield, Murray High
beat Trigg, and Madisonville beat
Providence in opening games of the
Western Kentucky Conference High
School Basketball Tournament beiag.
played at Murray High School.
Mrs. J. A. Outland and Mrs. R. I.
Cooper presented the lesson on "Bound
Button Holes" at the meeting of the
Pottertown Homemakers Club held at






(N.Y.) "...I am introducing two bills
today which would regulate the sale of a
widely used variety of smoke detector
containing radioactive isotopes..
"One bill would. prohibit the in-
terstate sale of the ionization smoke
detector. These devices which account
for about 75 percent of all currently
marketed smoke detectors contain a
highly radioactive substance, usually
americam-24l.
"A number of highly respected
scientists and radiologists have pointed
out that this material, a waste product
from the nuclear cycle, represents a
serious threat to human health arid to
the environment. Americum-24l is,
for example, 53 times more radioactive
by weight than plutonium-239. It has a
half-life of 458 years, meaning that it
will retain its potentially lethal
properties for several centuries.
Ingestion of even a minute amount of
Americurn7-241 can cause cancer.
"A safe and reliable alternative to the
ionization type detector is currently
available This is a photoelectric
variety which does not contain any
radioactive material and has been
shown to be effective in providing early
alerts
"The other bill that Van) introducing
today would, as an interim measure,
help to alert the millions of consumers
who purchase smoke detectors to the
potentially serious radiation hazard thit
ionization model presents. This ba
would require manufactures oL
ionization smoke detectors to affix ttig
their product and its packaging a notice
which states: "This device contains
radioactive material which may be
hazardous to your health If Ingested or
Improperly disposed. "A recognized
symbol for radioactivity would al
have to appear on the product...
"Forewarned by this notification,
consumer would then be free to ch
between the ionization device or
comparably effective model whi
operates on a photoelectric prin
and which contains no radioa
material.
"There is no justification for
tinuing to sanction the sale a






Most fire fatalities result from smok
inhalation.
The Department of Housing
Urban Development (HUD) no
requires all new housing financed b
FHA or VA mortages to have smok
detectors installed. 25 states hay
woad .lanialation requiring 4ha4 -
detectors be located in any new
improved living unit. Ionization o
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 Home Hints 
Tradition Rules New China Trend
By ELAINE Q. BARROW
AP Newsteateres
The China and Glass Show
selected casino-famous Atlantic
City for its recent exposition
and confidently placed its chips
on the traditional look, in soft
colors and refined patterns
Next to weather forecasting,
trying to predict how the na-
tion's homemakers will respond
to the new fashions in table-
ware can be as chancy as play-
ing roulette. But exhibitors
were hoping to put their money
on the right number.
"Brides are returning to the
traditional gold border,- says
Jack McDermott at a preview
for Richard-Ginori. "They're
turning back to their mother's
times. It's not like the up-
roarious '60s and the early '70s
when they were turning their
backs on material things.
"We know from sales reports
and reports from retail stores
that there is a turn in this di-
rection."
Nostalgia and romance were
cited by a Lenox representative
who takes the same view. She
expects a new design featuring
stylized floras in a Victorian
Mood to be very popular. Its
pattern is composed of dusty
shades of rose, mulberry, yel-
low, blue and green with touch-
es of white. On a fluted-border
temple shape, the design is ac-
cented by a circle of 24-karat
gold on the verge.
Also unveiled at Atlantic City
was the first edition of Bing
and Grondahl's Explorer series
mugs. Executed in porcelain
with underglaze graduations of
blue, the 5-inch mug is em-
bossed with an authentically
detailed reproduction of Christ-
opher Columbus' flagship, the
Santa Maria.
The 244-year-old Ginori firm
Introduced an earthenware line
of four styles. One style
presents a modified coupe-
shaped body in beige, encircled
by a rich chocolate band and a
band of cafe au but
For a younger consumer, a
set is styled in a provincial run
shape, hand-painted with coun-
try flowers. A third features
red and blue dots on the plate
and cup, with the same colors
repeated in stripes on the sau-
cer. The fourth, in a white, tex-
tured, rim shape, is decorated
with a traditional floral design.
New designs were introduced
also in modern china and fine
china collections, 01 addition to
a dramatic re-issue. After gen-
erations of repose in its ar-
chives, the firm brought out the
Capodimonte porcelain
figurine, "Lady with Bird
Cage."
Capodimonte is a small com-
munity outside Naples where
King Carlo III established a
porcelain works in 1743. When
the factory closed its doors in
1821, Ginori, founded in 1735,
bought its molds.
How household budgets will
accommodate the show's in-
novations remains to be seen.
Prices will generally average
10 percent higher, says Dr.
Franz Aliquo, general manager
of Ginori, because of "currency
fluctuation and the rising costs
of materials, production and
transportation."
Then, turning to a happier
subject, Aliquo discussed the
function of tableware. He is a
connoisseur of Sicily's regional
cuisine and, while on this side
of the Atlantic, he confides that
he cooks his favorite dishes,
himself..
He said he hadn't found any
authentic Sicilian restaurants in
New York City — "Most are
Northern Italian or Neapoli-
"'Mere is not one simple typi-
cal recipe in Sicilian food," he
says. "Some have Arabian and
Spanish influence, reflecting
the dominations Sicily has felt
during the centuries.
"The most interestaingthing
about true Sicilian cooking
the different ways of mixing
pasta with many kinds of vege-
tables and with fish. For ex-
ample, pasta with sardines and
fennel. It's mountain fennel, not
regular fennel, and it's a little
difficult to find here. It sounds
very strange, but it tastes very
good."
The food inspiration caught
on at Lenox, too. Catered vi-
ands were being served there
and, between mouthfuls, talk
centered on China patterns.
The company is introducing
three new fine-china patterns,
two new temper-ware designs
and 10 additions to its hand-
blown crystal gallery line.
Among the new china are a
classic formal, banded design,
and a pastel-hued, contempo-
rary motif of breezy floral
aPraYa-
Four new Mother's Day gift-
ware items also caught the
eye: two vases, an ivy cachepot
and a bowl — all trimmed with
24-karat gold.
The silver houses were strong
on picture frames. One manu-
facturer presented three new
sizes of silverplate picture
frames and a pair of holders
for tiny taper candles. Another
firm brought out 21 picture
frames in 10 distinct styles.
Also shown were a new line of
trays, bowls and coasters of
cornucopia design.
Among gift items were two
paperweights, ma Numero [Imo
design and an anchor shape.
Candy dishes in the shape of a
pear, a grape cluster and an
apple offered additional gift
possibilities in silver.
On the novelty side was a 4-
inch money bag, silfer plated,
to hold change and personal
items. There was also a heart-
shaped box with a raised em-
bossed design for jewelry or for
use as a decorative accent.
Rugged Lines, Earth Colors
Heighten Roof's Eye-Appeal
Reroofing is one of those
rare opportunities you get to
do it over. So, why not do it
better?
It's probable that the roof
you're replacing dates back
to the days when all that a
roof did was function prop-
erly. Now a roof beautifies
a home as well as protects it.
The combination of good
looks and performance is
available because style and
quality-conscious home-
owners demanded it, and
manufacturers developed
the necessary technology.
The most obvious change
is the eye-appeal of new
roofing shingles. Texture
and color have become sig-
nificant choices in roofing
selection. Proof is the popu-
larity of three-dimensional
asphalt shingles. These are
multi-layered shingles with
strong line definition that
give the roof surface inter-
esting shadowlines. The
shingles come in a wide
range of colors, with envir-
onmental earthtones being
the overwhelming favorite.
They are shades of brown,
beige and buff that blend
attractively with the house
site.
Why are rugged lines and
rich colors such desirable
reroofing attributes? De-
signers say it's the realiza-
tion that:
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A handsome roof of three-dimensional asphalt
shingles goes a long way towards improving the ap-
pearance of a home. These laminated asphalt
shingles, designed to last up to 25 years, create a
roof with rugged lines. In eye-appealing earthtone
colors of brown, beige and buff, they serve to link a
home with its surroundings.
exterior expanse in al-
most every house style.
So, their visual assets—
or defects—can hardly
be missed.
• Bland is not beautiful.
Bold lines, strong natural
colors, -and elegant design
are.
• Color and texture can
individualize a roof to avoid
look-alike houses.
• A beautiful roof en-
hances home appearance,
and that boosts resale value.
The new shingles' longer
lifespan mifkes thatn praC-
tical for reroofing. Three-
dimensional asphalt shin-
gles are designed to last up
to 25 years. Generally, they
cost no more to install than
other shingles. That means
they have a better amortiza-
tion value—material and
application costa spread
over years of service. Since
asphalt shingles can be




shingle selection is avail-
able in "A Homeowner's
Guide to Quality Roofing."
To obtain a copy, send 354
SALE
115% OFF
Sheet Rock tit Fiberglass
Insulation
.M rally Cash & Caro • \ Returns
.No Dealers





Phone (502) 527 1461 or 759 4026
to Asphalt Roofing Manu-
facturers Association, Box
3248, Grand Central Sta-




Whether they prefer con-
temporary or antique fix-
tures, colored or white tubs,
plain or fancy faucets,
homeowners share some
basic bathrooso-prierities--
such as a need for storage
space. It shows in the
extensive use of vanity
cabinets—which provide
virtbally all available stor-
age—in most bathroom
remodeling.
A study by a major shel-
ter magazine shows that
new vanities were featured
in 53 percent of recent
bathroom modernizations
and additions. Installation
of cabinets was planned for
66 percent of projects still
on the drawing board.
Homeowners shopping for
bathroom vanities put qual-
ity high on the list. Most
welcome help in choos-
ing dependable units that
will perform well. Nearly
73 percent considered "cer-
tification" of cabinet per-
formance and construction
"a useful consumer service,"
the study says.
Certification of bathroom
vanities and kitchen cabi-
nets is made by the Nation-
al Kitchen Cabinet Associa-
tion. The NKCA grants
certification to units that
show, in stringent labora-
tory testing, the ability to
withstand hard daily use
for years. Tests measure
structural and finish resis-
tance to common bathroom
abuses such as heat, humid-
ity, the overloading of
shelves and drawers, water
splashes, and spilled sub-
stances. Cabinets that qual-
ify carry a round, blue-and-
white NKCA certification
seal inside a door or drawer.
Certified units meet the con-
struction antt performance







































LOWER LEVEL PLAN BA1015r
OPEN RAFTERS at the front entry give an interesting
touch to this split level three-bedroom house with a contem-
porary look. The side to side split is best suited to a plot
which slopes on one side, allowing convenient access to the
garage from the street-and putting the kitchen floor at a level
near the ground. Grouping of the bathrooms and kitchen
sink in one area of this 1:988-square-foot house should pro-
vide real savings in the plumbing bill. For more information
on Plan HA1085Y, write—enclosing a stamped, self-
addressed envelope—to York & Schenke, 226 Seventh St.,





rising fuel bills. There's a
prediction to chill the pock-
etbook of the heartiest
homeowner!
High heating costs and
record cold winters have
convinced even the Federal
government that American
homeowners need help corn-
oating Old Man Winter.
The recently passed Energy
Act is bile indication. An-
other in 'the government's
emphasis on heat-saving
devices such as insulation
and energy efficient
windows.
The, emphasis on win-
-----dews is hot surprising-Cori- be achieved with special __assure deck rigidity, anchor-
servation tests show that storm panels designed for it to the house. Allow slight'
even in a house with well- use over insulating glass. spacing between the floor
insulated walls, ceilings Weatherstripping is es- boards for rain run-off and
and floors, uninsulated or sential to window mauls- ventilation. Use fastenings
poorly-insulated windows tion because it prevents air of galvanized or no-n-ferrous
can account for a signifi- infiltration between the metal. Wood sections in
cant amount of the remain- sash and frame. In quality contact with the ground
mg heat loss, wood windows, weather- should be treated with a
What Intikeis a win v. tliatirarla f Y•ariPtiett vrater-rePel4eP4rer Pr
good insulator? The U.S. to astilure a tight air seal. tive. No other finish is
needed: 'the wood can be
stained to bring out the
grain, or left to weather
naturally.
Adding extras such as
screens and roofing can turn
a deck into a sleeping porch
or gazebo. Imaginative
ideas and construction in-
formation are available for
50 cents in the "Outdoor
Room" booklet. Write West-
ern Wood Products Associa-




It's either too wet or too dry.
The air in your house, that is.
When it's too dry, you are
more susceptible to respiratory
infections because low-humidity
air dries the mucus membranes
lining the nasal passages. Glue
joints in furniture become
as., house plants droop, fab-
rics dry out and there is static
electricity all over the place,
moat evident when you walk on
a rug and touch an object or
another human being.
Also, most persons feel colder
when the air doesn't contain
enough relative humidity.
Air with a temperature of 68
degrees Fahrenheit and a hu-
midity of 45 percent is more
comfortable than air with a
temperature of 72 degrees and
a humidity of 20 percent.
That's because the human
body has its own way of cooling
off. When perspiration evapo-
rates from the skin, the cooler
the body feels. When the air is
too dry, it absorbs perspiration
from your body very quickly
and you feel cool. When the air
is sufficiently moist, it doesn't
"steal" the perspiration from




Department of Energy says
the unit should "have sash
and frame materials as well
as glass which retard heat
loss in winter and heat gain
in summer," and that "air
infiltration around the unit
be minimized." In laymen's
terms, that definition tits a
wood window with factory-
applied weatherstripping
and either double-pane in-
sulating glass or separate
'storm sash.
The advantage of -wood
sash is that it is a natural
insulator that doesn't l'on-
duct heat easily. Metal
readily conducts heat. In
comparative tests, ao>od In-
sulates 400 times more effec-
tively than steel and 1770




really two panes of glass
with a layer of air between
that retards heat flow. In-
sulating glass functions like
separate storm sash. But, as
a permanent part of the
window. is moreconvenient,
especially when it comes to
washing because there are
only two window surfaces to
clean instead of four.
For maximum protection
against heat loss in areas of
extreme cold, triple-glazing
is recommended. This can
Precision-engineered
wood windows are available
at local distributors and
building supply centers in
stock sizes and a variety of
styles. Many are available
with a low-maintenance ex-
terior factory finish or clad-
ding that virtually elim-
inates the need for periodic
painting.
The expense of replacing
an old, inefficient window
can be recouped easily in
fuel savings. After material
and labor costs are amor-
tized, an energy-efficient
window will continue to
conserve fuel and hold heat-
ing bills in check for the life
of the home.
Engineered System
Helps Save on Costs
With home construction
costs so high, nothing la
more welcome than effi-
cient, effective cost-savers.
One that is being used
with increasing frequency is
the Engineered '24-inch
framing system. In this
building technique, 2x4'
inch wood wall framing is
spaced 24 inches on center,
instead of the traditional 16
inches, to combine with in-
line roof and floor framing
for a structurally sound
framing system.
Savings with „Ake Eli
.gineered fiaMir4:
system have been eatimat
ed at up to $300. Thf'‘'
accrue from reductions in
time, labor and materials.
By planning window and
door openings to fit the 24-
inch spacing, additional
savings are possible. In-
stallation of batt insulation
is also simplified.
The wood framing com-
bined with insulation serves
to reduce costly fuel con-
sumption.
The system is accepted by
all the model building codes,
the Federal Housing Ad-
ministration and the Vet-
ergns Administration when
used in accordance with
FHA's Minimum Property
Standards
Build a wood deck. Then
clear the way for at-home
fun.
That advice applies whe-
ther a family prefers quiet
times or swinging parties.
Either way, a deck can add
to the enjoyment.
Seen from indcfors, a
handsome deck of western
wood creates or extends a
view. Outdoors, it becomes
part of the home's architec-,
tarsi design. As for activi-
ties, decks rack up a variety
of roles; reading and sun
"room," dining area, play-
yard, party room—even a
dance floor.
Because it affects both
house style and life style, a
deck deserves careful plan-
ning and quality building
materials. Things to con-
sider are: location, for pri-
vacy, sun, protection from
the wind; easy access from
indoors—sliding glass doors
are convenient and open
rooms to deck views; size,
depending on the family's
recreation and entertain-
ment preferences as well as
on available space: and
style. Various patterns are
possible with different spe-
cies of western wood, such as
cedar, fir or pine.
Before .beginning con-
struction, check the local
building codes for appli-
cable specifications. A deck
of complex design may
require some professional
help. But, in most cases, a
competent do-it-yourselfer
can handle the job.
Properly installed, with
good drainage, a western
wood deck lasts a long time
and needs little upkeep. To
NOV EMBeill INVENTIONS
WASHINGTON (AP) — Two
inventions patented in
November helped create new
Industries that employed
hundreds of men and women,
according to a study by
Intellectual Property Owners,
Inc. ( IPO ), a non-profit group
dedicated to preserving the
patent system as an incentive
to innovation and creativity.
The first clock factory In the
nation was founded in 1800
when Eli Terry switched from
making hand-crafted clocks to
mass production by using
water power to drive his
machines. This method helped
him turn out 10 to 20 clocks at
Some 100 years later, on
Nov. 11, 1930, Nobel physicist
Albert Einstein and Leo
Szilard obtained a patent for
producing refrigeration. This
led to the first gas
refrigeration system





The solution to low relative
hiunidity is to put more mois-
ture into the air. Our grand-
parents knew this well when
they put pans of water on radi-
ators so as to add water vapor
to the air. It was of some help,
but it had some disadvantages,
one of which is that it was diffi-
cult to control. And when you
can't control the amount of
moisture you are adding to a
house, you sometimes permit
the humidity to get too high.
When this occurs, the warm,
too-moist air condenses on cool-
er surfaces, causing the condi-
tion generally known as
"sweating windows and walls."
All of this is the reason why
the best way to add moisture to
the air inside a house is with a
humidifier which has an auto-
matic control. It starts up when
the Moen 'ytalelsIme
and step elms a Mil* Ind
has Immas alba*. Mew*
such humidifiers cam with &-
tailed instiniedies an how to
handle the enalrels, yes an ad-
just them to par own needs
simply by observation. N win-
dews steam up, for =h lle: the area where the
is located, you know *at too
mach moisture is being emitted
and that the control must be re-
set at a different level.
The variety of hwnlialfiers is
almost endless. Don't go out
and buy one until you have
shopped around and asked a lot
of questions. Talk to people in
your neighborhood who own
them. Different types of humi-
difiers are better suited to
areas which have different tem-
peratures and average relative
launidities.
Here's the Answer ffffi
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsleatures
Q. — Please help us settle an
argument. Our dictionary
doesn't make an answer clear.
What is the difference between
a tang chisel and a socket chis-
el? And how is each used?
A. — With a tang chisel, the
hollow is in the handle, whether
it be a wooden or plastic
handle. Thus, the end of the
chisel fits into the handle. With
a socket chisel, the hollow is in
the chisel. The handle fits into
the chisel itself. A tang chisel
is for work in which the hands
of the operator are used ex-
clusively. A socket chisel is for
work where the chisel handle
must be struck with a wooden
mallet.
Q. — I have an old portable
electric drill which works per-
fectly well. I recently was giv-
en a new drill which is oper-
ated by a battery. Since my old
drill does not have a shockproof
housing, I have avoided using it
outdoors during wet weather or
even in my rather damp base-
ment. Do I have to do the same
thing with my new drill?
A. — No, That's one of the
advantages of a drill operated
by a battery. There's no danger
of a shock frem the drill no
matter where it is used.
Q. — I bought a second-hand
bureau a few weeks ago and
have just finished taking off the
dark stain that was on it and
which my wife and I disliked. I
used a regular varnish remo-
ver. Nearly all of the old finish
came off fine, but in three
places, some of the stain seems
to have remained, not as dark
as before but still noticeable.
Before I do anything that will
ruin the job, I want to know if I
can follow my wife's advice aid
remove the stain with a regular
household bleach?
A. — She has the right idea,
but you must be prepared for
the possibility that (1) it won't
work and (2) it will make the
wood lighter in these three
areas than the rest of the bu-
reau. If it does not take off the
stain but merely lightens it, try
another application or use a
commercial wood bleach. If the
areas become lighter than the
rest of the surfaces, then you
will probably have to bleach all
the wood, although there is a
slightvossibility of getting ev-
erything to match by the ju-
dicious use of a very light
stain. You don't say anything
about your plans for refinishing
the bureau. Remember that
any finish, no matter how clear
it is, will darken the wood to
some extent. Do some testing
on parts of the bureau that can-
not be seen.
( The techniques of using var-
nish, lacquer, shellac, stain,
bleach, etc., are detailed in
Andy Lang's booklet, "Wood
Finishing in the Home," which
can be obtained by sending 35
cents PLUS a long, stamped,
s e 1 taddressed envelope to
Know-How. P.O. Box 477, Hunt-
ington, N.Y. 11743. Questions of
general interest will be an-
swered in the column, but indi-
vidual correspondence cannot
be undertaken.)
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Energy Chief Takir* Energy Appeal To Hill
WASHINGTON (AP -
With the future of Iranian oil
production still clouded,
Energy Secretary James R.
Schlesinger is taking
President Carter's appeal for
Increased fuel conservation to
Capitol Hill.
Schlesinger was going
before the House energy and
power subcommittee today to
discuss prospects for resumed
Iranian oil exports under the
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man, Rep. John Dingell, I)-
Mich., said in an interview
that increased voluntary steps
may provide some help, but
more harsh government
action — including gasoline
rationing — may be needed if
"the situation turns bad" and
Iranian production is not
restored.
Jim Bishop, an aide to
Schlesinger, said that since
there's been no formal contact
with the new government, the
energy secretary could not
give the panel any assurances
of when or even if Iranian
exports may be resumed.
They have been halted since
last December.
Instead, Schlesinger was to
dwell on the importance of
making up for the losses in
Iranian oil through stepped-up
voluntary conservation. The
Iranian cutoff has resulted in
a net shortage in this country
of about 500,000 barrels a day,
or roughly 2.5 percent of total
consumption.
The president said at a news
conference Monday that
Americans may be able to ride
out the, loss in Iranian oil by
lowering their thermostats to
65 degrees, avoiding un-
necessary driving and heeding
the 55 mph speed limit.
This was Schlesinger's first
appearance before Congress
since a provisional govern-
ment designated by Khomeini
assumed power over the
weekend.
But last week Schlesinger
told the Senate Energy
Committee the cutoff of
Iranian oil has created a
situation "prospectively more
serious" than the 1973-74 oil
embargo.
And the committee chair-
man, Sen. Henry M. Jackson,
D-Wash., seized On the theme
to subsequently predict long
lines at service stations, an
embargo on Sunday sales and
$1,-a-gallon gasoline in the
near future.
Carter presented - Tess-
bleak picture in hi: news
conference Monday and
Dingell generally echoed the
president's depiction of the
situation as serious altough
not yet critical.
-But anytime folks start
talking about the situation
being serious, that means it is
serious," Dingell added.
He disagreed with Jackson's
contention that some man-
datory steps are imminent,
but said, "If the Iranian
situation persists, I personally





assumption of power may lead
to the reopening of the Iranian
oil fields, which in the past
supplied 10 percent of the
world's oil supply.
"I think that if the Khomeini
government can consolidate
control, I would expect oil
production to resume fairly
quickly," said Daniel Rustow,
a professor at City University
of New York.
New Enlistment Option
Open To Air Force Recruits
A new base of choice
enlistment option is now
available to qualified young
men and women interested in
joining the Air Force for
guaranteed training in one of
13 specialties, Staff Sgt.
Danny Byard, Air Force
recruiter, has announced.
Authbrized on a' month-by-
month basis, some 850
guaranteed assignments in
more than 30 states are on
current listing. They will be
available on a first-come.
first-served basis until all
assignments have been
selected. However, recruiting
service officials said that all
specialties are not available at
each base.
The new option allows a
person to select a base from a
list of more than 50 before
enlistment. Under this
program, the individual's first
base of assignment is
guaranteed upon successful
completion of six weeks of
basic training and specialty
training if the job requires
attendance at a technical
training school.
The specialties available
under the option this month













information on this program
and other Air Force op-
portunities may contact Staff
Sgt. Byard at 17th and
Broadway in Paducah or





LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Four burley tobacco markets
auctioned 1,066,435 pounds of
leaf Monday, with growers
collecting $1,341,232 for an
average price of $125.77 per
hundredweight.
The Federal-State Market
News Service said Carrollton
had the day's best average,
$126.68, on the marketing of
236,913 pounds for $300,112.
Lexington sold 607,281
pounds for $763,337 for an
average of $125.70. Shelbyville
reported sales of 191;005
pounds for $239,027, an
average of $125.14 and a clean-
up sale at Louisville totaled
31,236 pounds .of burley for
538.756, an average of 1121,97.
The service said it was the
last sale of the season for
Carrollton, Shelbyville and
Louisville.
For the season, sales stand
at 442 million pounds in





Turn to the Murray &mama- _
Each is rrk ire list dozens of job opportigiltien for you
You save time tracking down yob leals since most ernploo ers
realize the value of classified advertising.
It also means you stand a much better
chance of finding the job you want
If you need a job turn to the No .1
Job Guide in this area
The Murray Ledger & "Times.
"We take the work out of looking for work."
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The Weather Got Us




Factory List Prices 
Ask To See The Factory
Printed Price List
Broyhill Early American Sofa - $49500
Broyhill Hide-A-Bed Queen Size - 
S648'
2 Pc. Suite With Heavy Wood Trim- $109200
Broyhill Original Fabric In Polyester Print -
S660°'
Broyhill Early American 2 Pc. Suite - '960'
Sofa-Love Combo In Dutch-Colonial Styling .
1214m
Imported Cut Velvet Exqusite Styling - s66200
Broyhill In Beautiful Soft Cut Velvet Stripe .
'790'
February Ouch









MANY MANY MORE YOU MUST SEE
COMPARE QUALITY & PRICE ANYWHERE
SERTA BEDDING
Factory Prices
Sertapedic Firm - A Standard For Years -
Factory List
s229"
Serta Perfect Sleeper Full Size Set $29990
Serta Perfect Sleeper Pillow Soft Queen Size
Set. Factory List Price $43995
a •
7 Piece Suite In Solid Oak
Double Pedestal Extention
Table With 6 Chairs
Factory List February Ouch







1 Pc. Set fill Size
2499'
1 Pc Set full Sue
94995




2 Pc. Set full Size
219 5
2 Pc. Set WI Size
$29995
2 Pc Set Queen Size
7 Piece Suite In Hard Rock Maple
Double Pedestal Extention
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Eastern Lets Turk Do The Work,
Reaps Benefits Of OVC Vicfory
By TONY WILSON
Sports Editor
It made sense that the Ohio
Valley Conference's leading
scorer would score points —
bunches of them — last night.
So it also made sense when
that leading scoring — James
"Turk" Tillman — didn't get
too excited after doing just
that.
All he did was pump in 34
points to launch the Colonels
back atop the OVC standings
after their 87-76 triumph over
Muiray State in the Sports
Arena.
Tillman, carrying a 26.5-
point average, used his
matter-of-fact tone of voice to
make a point as easily as he
scored. "I just happened to be
open for a lot of shots tonight,"
he said. "We are a team, and
whoever is open shoots. I was
open."
The Colonels' victory
pushed them past Tennessee
Tech — the Eagles fell 8046 at
Western Kentucky — and
earned them their eighth
conference victory against
two losses and 15th in 21
games overall.
The Racers, meanwhile,
dropped their seventh straight
game and fell to 1-8 in the OVC
and 3-29 overall.
Murray trailed by just a
point — 38-37 — at halftime,
but Eastern promptly scored
the first six points to open the
final period. Time out,
Racers.
"Except for that lapse, we
played well," said Murray
coach Ron Greene. When
Murray .took the Rotor again,
four of the five who opened the
second half — Herman Boyd,
John Randall, Keith Oglesby,'
David Lowry — were on the
bench.
"The way they (the four)
were standing around, they
should have paid to get in,"
Greene said.
With the substitute-laden
Lineup, the Racers fell behind
by as much as 10 points. But,
led by senior Tom Leffler'S six
points, Murray managed to
cut the margin to 53-51 with
11:53 left.
Tillman, a lithe 6-4 transfer
from the University of
Maryland, and guard Kenny
Elliott scored back-to-back
baskets to push Eastern's lead
back up to six. And though
David Lowry's 18-footer
pulled Murray within two




Oglesby scored 20 points to
head Murray scorers, and
Kenney Hammonds added 17.
Tillman's effort was aided by
Kenny Elliott with 16 points,
Bruce Jones with 13, Dave
Bootcheck with 12 and Vic
Merchant with 10.
MUR1tAT 76
fg fga ft he rob pf /5
Ng* Ojai* 15 II 0 1 II • 25
beery Ilmemonds 7 IS 3 5 3 2 17
Ti. finks  111 1 2 1 4 11
Mom  4 I 0 • 5 1. I
Ilenere lloyd  3 5 S 5 2 2 6
Mho leaddl 2 4 • 2 7 4 4
Teas Adams 2 6 • 0 2 2 4
David Leary 2 S • II 1 2 4
lorry Saw 1 1 0 0 • 2 2
Mike Dadaist   0 0 0 0 0 2 0
Tose Rebeeeds 6
Totals 36 72 4 10 34 21 76
IAMBI EINTIKIT 47
Janos Man 14 24 6 7 I 3 34
Leary Nett Y 12 2 2 2 3 16
Ince loess 4 5 5 4 2 13
Dove Beetcbeck 4 11 4 5 5 1 12
Vic Merchant 4 6 2 3 4 2 10
Cleve Tierney  1 1 0 1 3 3 2
Die MAW 0 1 0 2 0 I 0
Oris 111111erns  0 1 0 1 4 1 0
5
34 62 19 26 39 15 II
Tose Rebounds
Totals
Halftime: 33-37 lostare; skeet* porceeteges: Murray, fg, 50.0, ft, WI;
Sums.,.. 54.5, 73.1. tereiverst Eastern 12, Illeftey, S.
Bruce Jones fronts Murray State's Keith Oglesby in the second half of lost night's117-76 Racer loss to Eastern Kentucky. Oglesby
scored 20 points. Staff photo by Tony Wilsor.
Record-Setting 44 Fouls Draw




State gave a record-setting
performance against Ken-
tucky here Monday night, but
not the kind Bulldog Coach
Jim Hatfield would have
preferred.
The Bulldogs committed 41
personal fouls, four more than
their previous record, and
Kentucky used the free throw
line to forge an 80-65 victory
that gave the Wildcats fifth
place in the Southeastern
Conference.
We had to foul to catch up
and Kentucky stepped up
there and hit its free throws,"
said Hatfield, a former
Kentucky assistant. "What
really hurt us were those 21
first-half personal fouls. That
was unreal. But I like the
philosophy of three officials.
These officials tonight (Ben
Dunn, Bob Olah and Don
Rutledge I are good ones."
When the last whistle had
sounded, Kentucky had out-
scored State 40-17 from the
charity stripe — a record for a
State opponent — and six
Bulldogs had fouled out.
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diamonds in 14 Korot gold
ear jewels.









free throws to State's 29.
That had to be the longest
night, but we just hung in,"
said Kentucky Coach Joe Hall,
whose big men, LaVon
Williams and Fred Cowan,
suffered foul problems of their
own and eventually fouled out.
At one point, Kentucky had
four guards on the floor.
"We had a patched-up line-
up many, many times and I
was proud of our freshmen to
withstand the charge of
Mississippi State at the last,"
Hall said. ''A lot of credit goes
to that group that finished up
for the way they played down
the stretch."
Might Anderson led
Kentucky with 26 points, in-
cluding 18 from the foul line,
and his speed bothered State
throughout the game. Kyle
Macy added 19 points, in-
cluding 11 of his team's 13
points during one second-half
stretch. Williams added 14
points and Jay Shidler 10.
MISS YOUR PAPER?
%barbers eta bays nor
received Hair Itesno-dellverod
espy of Tbe Aram ledger &
Mies by 51111 th•Ilay
Friday or by 3:32 p.a. se
SowsriIrys ere urged to cell
7S3-1916 between 5:35 p.n.
end 6 pa., lAseay-Friday, or
3:35 p.a. aid 4 p.a. Seta-
disys, to Nero delivery if lb.
newspaper. Cabs west be
plead by 6 pm. weskaws it
4 p.n. Saturdays to georentee
delivery.
Greg Grim led State with 22
points and Wiley Peck added
20. Peck took up the slack for
Ricky Brown, a I5-point
scorer who was saddled with
three fouls.
Elliott's effort pushed his
carrer point mark to 1,227 and
into fifth place among all-time
Colonel scorers.
Jones and Tillman both
played the entire 40 minutes,
and only one Eastern player
other than the starters saw
More than 10 minutes of ac-
tion. "I think they were
fatigued toward the end," said
Greene.
Tillman, though, disagreed.
When they (Murray) started
substituting, (Eastern) coach
(Ed) Bhyre told us to just
work the ball around and take
the good shot," he said. "And
we did."
Bhyre appeared a bit in-
dignant at the thought of
fatigue on the part of his
players. "At this point in the
season, I think a team can
play on adrenalin, if nothing
else. I wouldn't attempt to
evaluate the condition of
Murray's players, though."
The Colonels are definitely
in the driver's seat for the
OVC regular-season title,
which, if won, would earn
them the right to host the
conference tournament. Only
games with Tennessee Tech
and Morehead remain on the
league schedule.
"Anytime we can win on the
road in this league, we have to
be happy," said Byhre. "And I
was concerned about this
game, more so than against
Austin Peay. I saw Murray
play Morehead (a 78-7/ loss
Saturday) and I knew they
were capable of playing well."
The Racers' final home
contest will be Saturday
against Middle Tennessee,
and the starting time was
moved to 12:30 p.m. after the
announcement that. it will be
televised as the OVC's "Game
of the Week."
theMurray Ledger & Times
Kenney Hammonds is fouled by Eastern Kentucky's Dave Bootcheck during last night's Ohio
Valley Conference game in the Sports Arena. Hammonds scored 17 points, but Murray State lost
87-76. staff photo by Tony Wilson
No. 1...Finally
Indiana State Ranked First, But Barely
By the Associated Press
NEW YORK — Indiana
State Coach Bill Hodges said
his Sycamore basketball team
should be No.1 and they are
today — but just barely.
The Sycamores, who rolled
to their 23rd consecutive
triumph with a 100-75 win over
West Texas State Monday
night, collected 43 of 62 first-
place votes and 1,196 points in
balloting by The Associated
Press' committee of sports
writers and broadcasters.
They edged second-place
UCLA by a scant six points.
"If we were good enough to
be rated No.2 with our
schedule, we're good enough
to be No.1," Hodges said,
replying to critics who felt
Indiana State's schedule is
weak.
And the AP committee
agreed, although there were
exceptions.
Indiana State and UCLA,
which received 19 first place
votes, were both named on all
62 ballots. The Sycamores
were listed as low as No.9 by
one voter, while the Bruins,
who upset then No.1 Notre
Dame 56-52 Sunday, were
ranked no lower than fourth.
The Fighting Irish, who
. handed North Carolina State
its first non-conference game
home loss since 1968 Wed-
nesday, slipped to third with
1,073 points.
Atlantic Coast Conference
teams occupied the next two
positions. North Carolina,
No.6 last week, jumped to
fourth with 983 points
following wins over Maryland
and Providence. Duke, top-
ranked in the preseason poll
and third last week, slipped to
fifth with 901 points after
being upset by Pittsburgh 71-
69 on Saturday.
Southeastern Conference
leader Louisiana State, No. 8
last week, was a close sixth
with 895 points while
Syracuse, 20-2, remained No.7
with 869 points.
Michigan State, which
defeated Iowa 60-57 and
bombed Ohio State 73-55 last
week, jumped from 10th to
eighth with 795 points.
Louisville, No.5 last week,
tumbled to ninth after losing
to Marquette, No. 10 this
week.
Arkansas headed the Second'''. 
Ten, followed by Southwest
Conference rival Texas.
Purdue, unranked last week,
jumped to 13th, followed by
Iowa, Temple, Georgetown,
Ohio State, Detroit, Van-
derbilt and Alabama.
Texas A&M, No.11 last week
before losing to Arkansas and
Texas Tech, and Illinois, No.20





The new—and very reliable —
A 8 Dick 990 plain paper cop-
ier compares to equipment cost-
ing 50% more
The 990 has all of the most
wanted features of machines
estffig 50% tnere--inekiehng
the versatility to make 11 x ir
copies copy on both sides of
paper and use most any kind










The average U.S. Citizen works more than one-third of
the year to pay his federal, state and local taxes. With
taxes taking more and more earnings each year, no
one wants to pay more than the ldw requires.
The Certified Public Accountant—CPA—provides
professional up-to-date tax savings services
The CPA
•I prepares personal and business tax returns
• assists with tax planning for long-range security and
maximum family income
• can represent the taxpayer before
the Internal Revenue Service
CPA's are one of the best sources of help available
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Illetia Rohde drives mowed Eastern Rostfoeky's Peggy Gay daring lost night's game in the Sports Arena. Kelsch scored 10 
points,
- but Gay's 18 helped the Colonels to. 78-71 triumph.
Tops And Still Winning
No. 1 Sycamores Clinch First Missouri Valley Crown
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
Nothing's changed now that
the Indiana State Sycamores
are finally No. 1 — they're still
winning basketball games.
Undefeated but relatively
unloved by the voters
throughout the season, the
Sycamores have moved to the
Lop of The Associated Press
poll and established their new
beachead with a handsome
100-75 ronquest of West Texas
State Monday night.
Incidentally, that not only
gave some more substance to
their top-ranked status, but
clinched the Sycamores' first
Missouri Valley Conference
championship.
"They are certainly one of
the better teams in the
country," said New Mexico
State Coach Ken Edwards of
Indiana State, a possible
answer to some charges that
the Sycamores play a soft-
touch schedule.
That was apparently the
thinking of AP voters who in
past weeks voted Indiana
State No. 2 even though the
spotless Sycamores had the
best record in the Top Twenty.
Indiana State Coach Bill
Hodges was miffed, pointing
out: "If you're voted No. 2 in
the nation, why aren't you
good enough to be No. 1?"
They certainly looked good
enough Monday night.
"The second half," said
Hodges, ''we just got out there
See Marjorie Major
Trovol CSnsuliont
EAR LANDS TRAVEL AGENCY
TOURS, CRUISES, NOTELS MOTELS, CAR RENTALS,
ALL YOUR TRAVEL NEEDS.
No Charge by es.






and played at both ends of the
court."
In other games involving the
ranked teams, No. 6 Louisiana
State beat Auburn 78-68; No.
11 Arkansas stopped Baylor
71-62; No. 12 Texas whipped
Texas AdrM 65-57 and No. 19
Vanderbilt beat No. 20
Alabama 65-57.
As on many other occasions,
Larry Bird was the reason
that Indiana State won its
most recent game. Bird
scored 27 points and
registered 19 rebounds against
West Tetas State. _
"The second half, we just
, stuck it to them," said Carl
Nicks, who scored 17 points for
the winners. "We started to
fast break."
Jordy Hultberg scored 16 of
his 20 points in the second half
as LSU rallied from a 12-point
deficit in the final 17 minutes
to beat Auburn. The Tigers,
recording their sixth straight
victory, went ahead for good
at 58-56 on a basket by Hult-
berg with 8:42 remaining.
"This team really believes
in each other," said LSU
Coach Dale Brown.
Mike Rhodes scored 32
points as Vanderbilt beat
Alabama, overshadowing a 29-
point performance by the
Crimson Tide's Reggie King.
Elsewhere, Chad Kinch and
Kevin King each scored 24





Thomas Higgins, a 6-2, 200-
pound running back from
Jessamine Co. High School,
has signed a national letter-of-
intent to play football for
Murray State.
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selection, Higgins led his__
Nicholasville-based school to
a 9-4 record last season and a
berth in the Class AAA
semifinals.
He rushed for 1,772 yards, a
9.2 average a carry, and ac-
counted for 128 points and 21
touchdowns.
Higgins was also chosen
"All-Central Kentucky
Conference." As a regular on
the current basketball team,
he is averaging in double
figures.
"His success at Jessamine
indicates that he is an ex-
cellent athlete with the -talent
to be an immediate asset to
our team," Murray State
football coach Mike Gottfried
said.
The signing of Higgins
brings the number of an-
nounced additions to the





Team • vi I.
Dennison Htnt 174 2t-i
Peopies13ank lIe 2941
Gary & Mick's Used Cars 46 30
Thurman Furniture 43 13
1.and Lovers 43 13
Paradise Kennels 35 41
Holland Drugs 33 43
Murray Ins. We 434
liandicaps 19 17
Credit Bureau of Murray 24,x She




HIGH TEAM GAME (HC)
Land Lovers in.
Hancbeaps 997
Dennison Haat  NS
HIGH TEAM SERIES (SC)
Land Lovers  2353
Dennison time 2217
Thurman Furniture 2131
HIGH TEAM SERIES (tIC
Land Lovers  2959
Dennison Hunt 2940
Paradise KetUlelll 
HIGH IIR). GAME (SC)
Sondra Rice 216
Mildred Hodge  1•1
Jeanette Williams ..... 190
HIGH IND. GAME HrI
Sondra Rice 244
Debbie Livers  242
Marsha Hargrove 240

















When things go bad, well,
they go REALLY bad. So it
wasn't too surprising to
Murray State coach Jean
Smith after watching her
Racer women fall to Eastern
Kentucky, a winner in just
four of previous contests,
78-71 last night in the Sports
Arena.
-It's more mental now that
physical. We're starting to
remember past losses," said
Smith, whose squad lost its
sixth straight contest to fall to
9-14.
Jackie Mounts poured in 21
points and grabbed 21
rebounds, both game highs, to
pace the Racers, while Rita
Taylor and Peggy Gay
combined to scored 38 points
for Eastern Kentucky.
Freshman Bridgette Wyche
came off the bench to pump in
14 points for the Racers,
followed by Jeanette Rowan
with 11 and Marla Kelsch with
10.
Sophomore Laura Lynn,
Murray's leading scorer with
a 16-point average, finished
with just four on 2-of-14
shooting.
"We seem to have hit
Eastern right at its peak,"
said Smith. "They upset
Middle (Tennessee) in the
1AUSEAT 71
fp fp ft ha risk
Jackie Menests  15 5 10 21
Ineritte Wyche $ 9 4 4
Jeanette Rowan  S 14 1 2 13
Marla K Mack 4 6 2 2 3
Gad! Barris 4 12 0 0 1 3 11
Laws Into  2 14 0 I 5
Rim Marna  1 I 0 0 0
Ilarkirs Herailems  0 2 1 2 0
Lisa LaNar 0 0 0 0 0
Totals 29 73 13 21 53
LAMM wince 71
Petri Girt  I 15 2 2 7 3 It
Sandra Myles 5 14 1 $ 11 $ 11
Sandy Grisb  5 9 0 1 9 5 10
tits Taylor  9 17 2 4 3 2 20
Loretta CsaglAla 6 It 1 1 7 3 13
Sot Carrel  1 4 0 0 3 2 2
Jerkie Green  1 I 0 0 2 0 2
Vickie Viol  0 0 0 0 0 2 0
kat en Rinker  0 0 0 0 I 0 0
Joan Gatti  0 0 2 2 1 0 2
Totals 35 79 $ 15 46 24 78
Sitftintit: Easters 31-33; Aptly prcsaterts: litwervy, to, 39.1, tt, 61.9;










OVC tournament, and they
played pretty close to
Morehead (the eventual
champion)."
Murray fell behind from the
opening tip and trailed by as
many as 12 points, 30-18, in the
first half.
With 9:20 left in the game
and the Racers still down by
nine at 59-50, Wyche led a
charge that pulled Murray
within a point. She sank a
twisting jump shot, then hit
two of six straight Racer free
throws to help edge her team
within 59-58 with 7:26
remaining.
But the Colonels outscored
Murray 11-2 over the next five
minutes to push the margin
back up to 10 and were never
threatened again.
"If we can come out of this
slump, we can play good
basketball," said Smith.
"We've got three regular
season games ( Middle Ten-
nessee, Western Kentucky,
Austin Peay), and if we can
get some momentum, we




Tournament will be held in
Bowling Green March 1-3.
The Racers host Middle
Saturday afternoon, im-
mediately following the men's




Murray High boys I 9-7j vs Mayfield, home.
Calloway County boys (5-14) at Wing°,
Thursday
Murray High girls vs Calloway County; Jeffrey
(;ymnasium.
Friday
Murray High boys vs Syrnsoilia, home.
Saturday
Murray State men 112:30 p.m.), women (immediately
following men) vs Middle Tennessee; Sports Arena; OVC
"Game of the Week."






Helps protect moving Parts
Includes up to 5 quarts
major brand 10130 oil
Oil filter extra if needed
• Chassis lubrica-
tion and oil change









and labor - no extra






• Electronic engine, charging, and start-
ing systems analysis • Install new points,
plugs, condenser, rotor • Set dwell and
timing • Adjust carburetor • includes
Datsun, Toyota, VW and light trucks
Warranted 90 days
or 3.000 miles, whichever CORMS first
Just Say‘Charge it'
ings=0
Cholisvcrd"g ni• ke counr
Us• any of these 7 other ways to buy • Our
Own Customer Credit Plan • Master Charge
. visa • Amerman Express Card • Carte
Otani-no • Diners Club • Cash
THE GOODYEAR PROMISE
• We do professional work.
• We do only the work you authorize.
• We return worn-out parts.
• We honor our Auto Service Warranty
nationwide.*Front-End
Alignment




Front wheel drive and
Chevettes excluded
HELPS PROTECT TIRES AND VEHICLE PERFORMANCE
• Inspect and rotate all lour
tires • Set caster, camber,
and toe-in to proper alignment
• Inspect suspension and
steering systems • Most U.S.
cars, some imports




services extra if needed.
Most U.S. cars.
most Datstin, Toyota, VW
RP.
HELPS MAINTAIN STOPPING POWER
2•WNREL FRONT DISC: Instill new front brake
pads and grease seals • Resurface front rotors
• Repack front wheel bearings • Inspect can-
pert and hydraulic system • Add fluid (does not
include rear wheels)
OR
4-IVNIEll. DRUM: Install new brake lining, all
wheels • new front grease seals • Resurface
drums • Repack front beartnrs • Inspect hy-
draulic system • Add fluid
Warranted 12 months




• extra if needed.
HELPS PROTECT YOUR AUTOMATIC
TRANSMISSION
• Drain and replace transmission fluid
• Install new pan gasket • Replace
transmission filter, when equipped •
Adjust linkage and bands, where appli-
cable • Most U. S. cars, some imports
Warranted 90 days























design keeps you on the go
all winter long, through slush
or snow, wet road or dry. And
the smooth, quiet ride lets
you forget about spring
change-over. Tiempo — the
one tire that does it all! Only
from Goodyear.
•NATIONWIDE AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE LIMITED WARRANTY
All Goodyear service is warranted for at
least 90 days or 3,000 miles, whichever
comes first — many services, much longer.
If warranty service is required, go to the
Goodyear Service Store where the original
work was performed if, however, you're
more than 50 miles from the original store
go to any of Goodyear's 1 500 Service
Stores natAwide.












Raw Ginn  145
121 S. 12th Street
Store Manager Robert B. Rudolph. Jr.
Goodyear Service Store
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Dawn Reddan (right) leaps with a Mayfiald player for a
rebound during last night's game at Jeffrey Gymnasium. Red-
den scored six points to help Calloway County to u 50-43 vic-
tory over the Cardinals and its 13th victory in 15 wires.
Photo by Torn Sharp
Calloway Aces Cards; Tigers Bumped
Lakers, Behind Todd, Ross,
Hand Mayfield A 5th Loss
It is better to streak than be
streaked, as both the Calloway
County and Mayfield girls
basketball teams will readily
attest.
We were cold, but it's a
win," said coach Marianne
Davis, whose Lakers dumped
the Cardinals 50-45 in Jeffrey
Gymnasium for their second
straight victory.
Calloway opened its season
with 11 straight victories, then
lost two straight before ex-
tending as latest streak_ For
Milyfield, though, the defeat
meant a third-straight lass
after 10 wins in its 'first 12
games.
Junior forward Mina Todd
led all scorers with 17 points,
connecting on 8-of-15 attempts
for the field. Senior guard
Rose Ross hit just 3-of-12 field-
goal tries but finished with 14
points on the strength of 8-of-
CALLOWAY COUNTY 50, MATRE111 45
'I his ft
Mins Todd $ 15 I 3
Rose less 3 12 $ 15
Dews Redriss.  3 12 11 0
• Whetiesseer 2 $ 2 4
Stork., Wyatt 1 2 1 2
Kim WWII 1 5 2 4
blahs@ /MarII $ 0
Teti* IS 54 14 21
Illoyfieed 10 9 11 11 4$
- Tony limes, 3; Am 5101901. I4 PuS111111.11m, 16; C116•1 811 017.6.
9; Alas Chappell, 3.
Ihryffeld 12 12 4 1745











''She (Ross) was being
fouled every time she turned
around to shoot," said Davis.
This was one of the roughest,
if not the roughest, game of
the year."
The Lakers fell behind 12-9
after a quarter but outscored
the visitors 17-12 over the next
eight minutes to take a 26-24
halftime advantage.
Calloway outpointed
Mayfield 7-4 in the third period
before the two teams matched
points in the final quarter.
"I feel like we need to play
better in the future to hope to
win many more games, but as
long as we can find a way to
win, I'm happy," Davis said.
Calloway faces Murray
High, the team that broke its
11-game winning streak, in
Jeffrey Gymnasium Thursday
before taking on Sedalia
Monday.
Color Hockey Red For Russians' Victory
By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Corresspondent
NEW YORK - The world of
ice hockey - color it red.
It is red for the hue of the
Soviet uniforms. It is red for
the fiery intensity of the
Russians' play. It is red for the
blush of embarrassment on
the cheeks of the National
Hockey League.
In the first confrontation of
the best hockey players of two
continents, the Soviet national
team crushed the NHL All-
Stars 6-0 Sunday in the third
and decisive game of the
Challenge Cup series.
It was a humiliating lesson
'for the proud NHI,
professionals, mostly
• Canadians who grew up on the
frozen waters of the north - a
lesson carved on ice by the
speeding, graceful blades of
the sons of the hammer and
sickle.
' Bring out the drawing
:board. .4re
Said Sarge Savard,
defenseman of the Montreal
Canadiens: "We have to start
developing hockey players
instead of developing goons."
Added Bobby Clarke of the
Philadelphia Flyers, captain
of the losing All-Stars:
-You can do all that hitting
and stuff you want to but if you
"can't flaish the plays off
you're not going to accomplish
anything."
Doug Gilbert, a journalistic
critic from the Edmonton Sun,
lamented: "We are No. 2 and
fading fast. We may be no
better even against the
Czechs."
John Ziegler, president of
the NHL, acknowledged that
the Russians had learned the
sport from Canadians and
then developed successful
techniques of their own.
"What impressed me more
than anything," Ziegler said,
"was the Soviet team's
momentum - the high in-
tesity of their play. They
performed at a killing tempo
and never sagged."
Defeat of the NHL's finest
merely capped off a week of
somber portent for the
Western world. New Zealand's
John Walker, the great miler,
warned that the Russians and
their satellites would inundate
Americans with medals in the
1980 Olympics. On Sunday
afternoon, U.S boxers were
thumped 9-3 by little Cuba in
Havana.
The U.S.S.R. hockey victory
was almost the equivalent of a
Russian soccer team coming
over and beating the Pitt-
sburgh Steelers in a Super
Super Bowl or devotees of the
ancient sport of lapda ( the
Soviet antecedent of modern
baseball) creaming the New
York Yankees in the World
Series.
Canadians have been
playing hockey for perhaps
100 years. The NHL was
formed in 1917 and the league
has been the epitome of world
McAdoo Traded To Celtics
By ALEX SACHARE
AP Sports Writer
! NEW YORK - The trade of
, Bob McAdoo from New York
! to Boston has dramatically




The deal, arranged over the
weekend and announced
Monday, signals an end to
New York's -open check-
book" policy of trying to
- achieve instalit success by
, buying the most talented
!- athletes available and a
' return to the more traditional
. route of rebuilding through the
college draft.
From Boston's angle, it is a
gamble that a player of
McAdoo's magnificent of-
fensive talents can be blended
,into the Celtics' time-honored
team concept without up-
setting the apple cart.
The trade was engineered
by Sonny Werblin of the
Knicks and John Y. Brown of
the Celtics, two owners who
are not afraid to roll the dice.
New York will receive the
:three first-round picks Boston
had -aCcarnulated in the 1779
draft - Boston's own, Golden
State's and Seattle's, the
latter two •having been ob-
tained in deals for Jo Jo White
and Dennis Awtrey. Boston
retains the draft rights to
Indiana State's Larry Bird,
whom the Celtics picked last
June.
New York will also get a
player to be named later this
week, a front-court reserve
from either Boston or another
NBA team.
The Knicks had been
without a first-round pick in
the draft, which is what
prompted the deal.
"I was in a ridiculous
situation,"`' said Werblin. "I
was trying to rebuild without
draft choices. Bob happened
to be a tradeable commodity
we could move to improve
ourselves."
class professional hockey ever
since.
The Russians started
playing hockey after World
War II in 1946. They used
crude curved sticks and
rubber balls, playing on frozen
soccer fields. Within 10 years
they were Olympic cham-
pions. In 1972, they proved
they could play even with the
best in the NHL. This year
they laid solid claim to being
best in the world, amateur or
pro.
If the Challenge Cup series
at Madison Square Garden
proved anything, it was that
skill and finesse are masters
of the stick-flinging, body-
crashing, bullying tactics
popularized by the NHL
A Meath player attempts, te Kick a shot by Murray High s
' game at lb* Murray High gymnasium. The Tigers lost 47-34.
TENNIS
IDS ANGELES - Top-
seeded Martina Navratilova
beat Rosie Casals 6-3, 6-1 in
the first round of the $150,000
Los Angeles Championship
tennis tournament.
Sports At A Glance
The Top 20
The AP Top Twenty
By The Associated Press
' The Top Twenty teams in The Associ-
ated Press college tesketball poll, with
first-place votes in parentheses, season
records and total points
: 1.11abans St • 431 73-0 1.196
: 2.UCLA 191, 16-3 1.190
3.Notre Dame 17-3 1,673
4.North Carolina 18-4 963
5.Duke 17-4 901
IL Louisiana St 20-3 895
.. 7.Syracuse 20-2 889
: ILMIchigan St 16-5 795
9.Louieville 21-4 759
• 10.Marquette 17-4 749
. 11.Arkansas 11-4 537
; 12.Texas 111-5 507
• U.Pardue 194 310
: 14.lowa 16-5 309
.. 15Temple 19-3 279
'141.Georgetown, n.r 14-4 223
: 17.096io St 14-7 210
, 18. Detroit 14-1 197
II. Vanderbilt 18-5 185
















New Orleans 19 37
Western Caelareare
Midwest Mises



































C.ordia 68 Riverside 45
Butler Co 96 Whitesville Trinity 39
Dawson Springs IT PrdVidence 63
Hart Co 62 Tompkinsville 61
Lex Lafayette 97 Hazard 77
Union Co 70 Trigg Co 60
Mercer Co M Harrodsburg 66
Harlan 59 Pineville 57
Caverha 01 Green Co 74 .
Faith Temple 66 Portland Christian 45
St Xavier 62 Fern Creek 90
Edmonsoo Co 99 Breckinridge Co 53
Lax Bryan Station 69 Somerset 55
Owensboro 77 Pachicsh -111ghman 86
Taylor Co 90 Campbellsville 54
Gide Gaines
Warren E 71 Franklm-Simpson 40
Boyle Co 53 Lincoln Co 34
Pineville 63 Harlan 40
Stuart 57 Spencer Co 18
lex Bryan Station Si Jessamine Co 49
Seneca 56 N Bullitt 37
Barren Co 42 Glasgow 30
Belfry 16 Magoffin Co 25
Bourbon Co 62 Estill Co 57
Bowling Green 51 Auburn 33
SWIM Central 77 Bardstown Bethlehem
GB Birizin 40 Ky School for Deaf 34
Cawood S Evarts 43
Coo Holy Clolla 70 Dixie Hghts 64





15 Ft Knox 38 Elizabethtown 28
Gallatin Co 45 Eminence SI
Green Co 62 Taylor Oi 55
i., revenue Co 54 Fairview 41
3 Harmon Co 51 Pendleton Co 48
11 Knott Co Central 79 Hazard 46
13% Lax Tales Creek 63 Andersor ('0 51
us, Maros C,13 Washington Co 50
Nelson Cs Bardstown 29
Nancy 31 Ramiside 25







Oldham Co 71 Henry Co 47
Paris 89 Mason Co 53
Pelmet ('ii 111 Wayne Co 56
Todd Central 53 Union in 20
Warren Central 97 Hughae-Kirk 75
Lax Isimette II lee Henry nay 31
N Miran 47 Meade Co 41
Owen Co 43 Carroll Co 23
Trimble in $2 Shelby Coil
College Basketball
EAST
Army 71. Fordharn 70
Boston U 15, Richmond 69
Bucknell $2, Gettysburg 74
Delaware St. 73, York. Pa 54
Drexel 73, Hofstra ell
IA Salle 100, Lehigh 93
LIU SO. Siena 59
Maine 85. Massachusetts
Rutgers 13. New Hampshire 73
St Bortaventure 114, St. Francis, Pa 77
St Joseph's. Pa 66. Delaware 13
SE Massachusetts 72. Plymouth St 89
Springfield 11. Bentley 7$
Stevens Tech 93, NY Maritime 79
Wagner 98. Manhattan 55
SOUTH
Alabama St 97, Alabama AIM 86
Bar ...Southern 86, Ala -Huntsville 71
Citadel 72, V$11 69
Concord, W Va 82, Morris Harvey 61
Davidson 70. UT-Chattanooga 64
Davis le Elkins 7$. W Virginia St 63
E Kentucky 17, Murray St. 76
Fairmont St $4, Bluefield St 67
Florida ARM 92. Morris Brown 89. OT
Florida St $4, St teals 71
George MIAMI 67, Randeiph-Macon 64
Hampton Inst. NM Wleersikielem 84
Jeckaarrele 54, AlscarmiNgleam 52
Kentucky 10. Illadelppi $91. 09
Louisiana St. 78, Auburn 1111




MINNESOTA TWINS - Traded Lorry
Wolfe. third baseman. Si the Boston Red
Sox for David Calmar'''. third baseman
and assigned Coleman to Toledo of the
International league
OAKLAND A'S Hired Jim Saul. third
haw coach. and Lee Walls. find base
roach
National teem
MONTREAL ES MS Hired Eer. Ed
Ems ta Swaim emillilleakall-fdagyealls.
ST LOUIS CAFtDINAI.9 Signed
Garry Templeton. shortstop Jim
Willoughby. pitcher, and Jerry Mumphrey
and Tony Scott, outfielders
Mercer 87. Ga. Southern 79
Mississippi 67. Florida 65
Miss Valley 103, Ark -Pine •
Morehead 78. Austin Pea) -
Ye Carolina AST 70. (-mot,.
NC -Charlotte 76. New Orlean, ot
Pembroke St 23, Fayettevale St 21, 2
OT
S Alabama 73, S Florida 61
S Carolina 100. Baptist 67
SW Louisiana 70, Louisiana Tech 59
Tennessee St $t. NC Central 58
Tulane 75. S Mississippi 74
Vanderbilt 65, Alabama 57
Virginia 65, Robert Morns 79
Virginia St 90, Elizabeth City St 81
Virginia Tech 55. William & Man 19
Wake Forest 84. N C -Greensbor••
W Kentucky 80. Tennessee! Tecl-• 40
W V. Wesleyan 73. Shepherd
MIDWF-ST
Bowling Green 98. Duquesne R
Cent St . OkLa 106 E Neu
Cincinnati SO. Xavier Ohio e
Drake 79, S flhinois 75
Ferns St 62, Hillsdale 52
Grand Valley St 80. Wayne Si
Indiana St 196 W Texas St 7'
Kent St 101. Wilmington 70
Loyola. ni 104. Ohio Ii 75
14 Illinois 110, Valparaiso 68
NW Missouri 91, Cent Missouri 65
St Joseph's. Ind 73. F. Moans 72. OT
SW Louisiana 70, lawman& Tech 59
SW Missouri 77, NE Missouri 75
Wright Si 70, Cleveland St 44
• SOUTHWF.ST
Angelo St 75. Stephen F '
Arkansas 71, Baylor 62
E Texas St 33. SW Texas 11
Hanitn Simmons $3, Centeruir
Houston 101, Shell 94
Howard Payne 79, Texas AS: •
Rice 54. Tril $0D
S Arkansas 50. Ark -Monti, 01•
Sul Ross 71, McMurry 71
Texas 65. Texas AiliM 57
Trinity 94, Southwestern 74
FAR WET. T
(lumina& 66 Hawaii Fill. A.
New Mexico Highlands 72 Ada:,
lieehleOlel. -111Allowlnest C
W Montana 87. N Montan.
W New Seiko 79, Fort c.
EXHIBMON
Athletes in Action 96. Appalx.
Murray High Leads Early,
But Heath Rallies 47-34
If at first you succeed,
maybe you'd better qwt when
you are ahead. At least that's
what Rick Fisher might abide
by.
His Murray High girls
basketball team jumped to a
12-8 first-period advantage,
but Heath outscored the
Tigers 35-22 over the
remaining three quarters to
belt Murray 47-34 last night in
the Murray High gymnasium.
Jaina Washer and Tonya
Alexander combined for 28
points, but only one other
teammate scored as many as
three points.
"We got right back where
we were earlier in the season
last night," said Fisher. "Two
girls carrying the weight of
the rest of the team.
"But I have to give Heath
credit. They played an ex-
cellent defensive game, and
they are very well coached,"
he said.
. With the triumph, the
Pirates upped their season
record to 14-3, while Murray
High dropped to 8-5. The
Tigers were coming off a 66-50
whalloping of Paducah Tilgh-
man Saturday.
-It's hard to figure out why
we can play so well, team-
wise, one game and not do the
same the next," Fisher said.
-It's too close to tournament
to be doing that."
Kathy Spressey baced
Heath with 17 points, with
Carrie Gibsonri and Ann
Candy Jackson daring lost night's
llsotaby Tom Sharp
Walton adding 10 and eight
points, respectively.
"I think a lot of games -
and most of ours - are won
with defense, and we just
didn't get that type of defense
tonight," said Fisher. "Heath
was more aggressive from
start to finish and they
deserved to win."
The Tigers face Calloway
County, top-ranked in the
First Region, Thursday at
Jeffrey Gymnasium. Murray
High's chances?
-There's no way to predict
how we will play," said
Fisher. "We seem to usually
play well against Calloway,
but I'm sure they think the
same way about us."
Following the Laker-Tiger
game, Murray High hosts St.
Mary Monday.
KAN 47, IIIIMAT NMI 34
'If,.
Jain Weber 7 19
Terme Aknormiec  5 7
Candy hseksea  1 3
hoss Washer  I 6
these GAHM I 1
Lawrie Memo I 0
Shirr lases  0 II













21 45 5 11 27 11
Neat\ - Kathy Spressray 1 14 17; Carrie 613444 5133 11; Ana Mates 4 04 1;
Am, Wader/ 1 44 6; Mary Wallace 1 04 2;
Herat 12 Y 17-47















• 2 pieces of fish filet 
• crisp french fries
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NOTICE TO TELEPHONE CUSTOMERS
We are planning changes that will increase -
some rates to five countries and introduce a lower
International dial rate to sixteen countries.
The American Telephone & Telegraph Com-
pany (AT&T) has filed a new schedule of over-
seas rates with the Federal Communications
Commission (FCC) which accomplishes the
introduction of international dialing to 17 addi-
tional countries. This brings the total of interna-
tionally dialable countries to 64. The scheduled
changes include substantial rate decreases for
16 countries and selective rate increases in 5 of
those 16 countries for calls billed on the United
States mainland. There will be no rate changes
for the 17th country, the Netherlands Antilles.
The decreases are scheduled to become
effective on February 17, 1979, and the
increases are scheduled to become effective
May 15. 1979
Increases and decreases of rates to five
countries.
The increases, which are limited to the initial
period rates and are scheduled to become
effective on May 15, 1979, will raise the Sunday
Operator Station and Person-to-Person rates to
Argentina; the Sunday Person-to-Person rate to
Colombia; the night and Sunday Person-to-Per-
son rate to Haiti; and the night and Sunday
Operator Station and Person-to-Person rates to
Honduras and Nicaragua. For example, the
rate for Argentina goes from $6.50 to $8.00 for
Operator Station and from $9.00 to $12.00 for
Person-to-Person; for Colombia, from $8 25 to
$12.00 for Person-to-Person, for Haiti, from
$9.00 to $12 00 for Person-to-Person; arid for
Honduras and Nicaragua, from $5.00 to $6 00
for Operator Station and from $6.00 to $9.00
for Person-to-Person. There are nO increases in
the additional minute charges. These increases
will make the initial period charge for these
calls the same as the existing daytime rates
The new International Dial rates, which are
lower than all rates presently in effect, will
become effective February 17, 1979.
International Dial rates. •
With the introduction of International Dial
rates on February 17,.1979, customers can
save from 10% to 42% compared with the cur-
rent lowest cost day call.
For example, a three-minute daytime call to
Iran, Iraq, Malaysia, Saudi Arabia, Tahiti. Turkey
or Yugoslavia, which now costs $9.00 at the
Operator Station rate, would cost $7.80 if
dialed. Similarly, an $8.10 call to Kenya would
be $7.20, the $8.00 call to Argentina would be
$7.05. a $6.75 call to German Democratic
Republic would be $6.00. and a $6.00 call to
Honduras or Nicaragua would be $5 40
New Operator Station and International Dial
rates for countries.
AT&T's proposal includes introducing both
International Dial and Operator Station rates to
four countries-Bahrain, Belize, Colombia, and
Haiti. These rates will be lower than current
daytime rates. A three-minute daytime call to
Bahrain, if dialed, would cost $9.00; to Belize,
the rate would vary from $3 45 to $5.40, to
Colombia, from $4.50 to $705, and to Haiti,
from $3.45 to $7.05, depending on which state
you're calling from.
It is important to note that customers calling
from areas not presently equipped for Interna-
tional Dial would benefrt from the lower dial
rates even though the call would have to be
completed by the operator However, if the cus-
tomer requests special operator asststance or
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Provisional Government Seems
To Be Making Headway In Iran
By ROBERT H. REID
Associated Press Writer
TEHRAN. Iran (AP) — Former
Prime Minister Shahpour Bakhtiar was
arrested today as Iran's new
provisional government appeared to be
making headway in its efforts to bring
unruly supporters under control.
Bakhtiar. who made a futile, last-
ditch attempt to stem the revolution led
by Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini, was
arrested by armed guerrillas, the of-
ficial Pars news agency reported.
Radio Tehran said he was taken blind-
folded to the religious patriarch's
headquarters.
Bakhtiar had not been seen in public
since his resignation Sunday, and was
reported Monday to be under the
protection of Mehdi Bazargan, an old
friend and the prime minister of
Khomeini's new provisional govern-
ment. The circumstances of his arrest
were not immediately learned.
Tehran Radio said six generals also
had been arrested, including the
commander of the paratroopers. Gen.
Ma uncheh K hrosrowdad
As the new government struggled to
take hold, its military chief of staff,
Gen Mohammad Vali Gharani, or-
dered all officers to report for duty.
Apparently he was preparing to
reorganize the military following the
weekend battles, insurrections and
looting of bases in Tehran and
elsewhere that preceded and followed
the collapse of the Bakhtiar govern-
ment.
Fewer gunmen were on Tehran's
streets today compared to Monday,
presumably as a result of Khomeini's
appeal to his armed supporters to turn
in their weapons and refrain from
violence. Traffic also seemed to be
returning to normal and many food
shops were open.
However, American sources said
gunmen seized the U.S. Information
Center in Tehran and that U.S. officials
had not been allowed inside. They also
said about nine American civilians
were seized Monday by various factions
in Tehran, and some of them were held
Atkins Challenges Rivals
In Primary To KET Debate
By SY RAMSEY
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — State
Auditor George Atkins, filing as a
Democratic candidate for governor.
has challenged his rivals in the May
primary to a debate on the Kentucky
Educational Television network.
He said he has written KET director
Len Press asking KET to sponsor and
coordinate the event.
At KET headquarters in Lexington.
Press said that some type of television
program on candidates was in the
planning stage but he didn't know
whether it would be a debate, news
conference "or whatever."
"I feel very strongly the people have
a right to see and hear the candidates
as they really are, not just the way they
are packaged in slick television com-
mercials," Atkins said Monday.
"...There needs to be a public forum,
before as many Kentuckians as
possible. where the candidates can
address the issues head-on rather than
in packaged political rhetoric."
Many of Atkins' remarks during a
news conference seemed pointed at
Terry McBrayer, another candidate
who is the reputed favorite of Gov.
Julian Carroll.
Referring to a plan by McBrayer's
campaign staff to spend more than
$200,000 in one month for television and
radio commercials, Atkins said "the
Democratic nomination is not for sale
in 1979."
"The Madison Avenue boys will take
McBrayer and try to package him like a
box of soap, but once the pretty plastic
wrapper is removed, the taxpayers will
see it's going to be more of the same old
soap," the auditor said.
Atkins scoffed at a complaint filed
Monday before the state Public Service
Commission by a citizens' group in-
cluding McBrayer. It asked removal of
the fuel adjustment clause which
utilities tack on automatically to
compensate for higher coal costs.
Atkins said that McBrayer, who
opposed removal of the 5-cent state
sales tax from home utility bills in the
recent special legislative session, is
becoming a "born-again tax cutter" in
the "popular political game" involving
fuel costs.
Removal of the fuel clause would
mean that the extra charges would be
subject to hearings. The Legislature did
not enact such a measure although it
was placed on the agenda by Lt. Gov.
Thelma Stovall who called the special
Res.si on .
up to 12 hours before being released.
A U.S. Embassy spokesman said
Khomeini supporters also briefly
detained 25 Americans assigned to the
Military Airlift Command.
Tehran Radio warned against attacks
on the estimated 7,000 Americans and
thoesands of other foreigners in the
country and destruction of government
buildings.
Dean's List...
(Continued From Page One) -
Gina Cherry, Luana Colson, Arvin
Crafton, Laurie Crass, Jackie Crattie,
Tarnra Curd, James Dowdy, Steve
Duncan, Jeffrey Ellison, Larry Evans,
Elaine Eversmeyer, Tammy Feltner,
Daphene Fewell. Mary Flora, Cynthia
Frangenberg, Jacqulyn Galloway, Ed
Garrett, Patricia George, Harold Gill,
Jimmy Glass, Johnny Green, Stephen
Hancock, Sherry Harris.
Judith Henry, Jerome Higginbotham,
Lonny Higgins, Sarah Hill, Ronald
Hobbs, Linda Hollingsworth, Delaine
Honchul, Delores Honchul, Patti
Hosford, Sara Housman, Vicki Hum-
phreys, Jennifer Hurter, Randall
Hutchens, Emily Imes, Karen Jackson,
Paula Jackson, Karen Johnson, Kirk
Johnson, Gina Jones, Sammy Kelley,
Linus Kodman, Mortaza Lahijani.
Celia Larson, Mary Linn, James
Lovett, Kathie Lyles, Karl Martin,
Howard Mathis, Jill Mathis, Charles
May, Margaret McCallon, Martha
McCallon, Linda McCuiston, Lou
McGary, Cindy McLaren, Tammy
Melton, Cheryl Milam, Joseph Miller,
Jerri Mjos, Carol Montgomery, Mary
Montgomery, Jennifer Moore, Linda
Moore, Teri Morris, Judith Nall.
Constance Ottway, Mary Outland,
Winifred Parker, Kevin Penick, Hazel
Pritchett, Susan Radtke, Johanna
Reynhoudt, Charles Riley, John
Roberts, Raymond Rodden, Janice
Rose, Krista Russell, Danna Shipley,
Carolyn Shown, Tom Shupe, Sarah
Smith, Barbara Smotherman, Karen
Spencer, Sharon Steele, Lorraine Steen,
Vanessa Stone, Jane Suffill.
Teresa Taylor, Jeannie Teitloff,
Nada Thomason, Lee Thompson, Janet
Thurmond, Cynthia Thweatt, Kimberly
Tibbs, Ann Tinsley, Geoffrey Tom-
pkins, Peggy Wakefield, Timothy
Wallin, Reid Ward, Vicki Weatherford,
Joseph West, Shirley White, Elizabeth
Whitmer, Melanie Wilkinson, Jace
Wilson, Lisa Wilson, Michael Wilson,
Ted Wilson, Lisa Winters, Richard
Wood, Philip Zacheretti, and Janie
Zimmerman.
PUNTS
ISN'T THIS A BEAUTIFUL
VALENTINE IT SAYS, 't
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said Blue Grass Convention
Center was filled ' with 1,108
Hubbard supporters last
Saturday night, with 892
dinners served and 216 others,
including Hubbard and his
family who did not eat.
Among those who par-
ticipated on the program were
Lexington State Rep. David
VanHorn; Lexington attorney
Don Sturgill (former state
pablic safety commissioner);
Eugene Mosley of Louisville,
who recently resigned as
chairman of the Jefferson
County Democratic Party
-executive committee-U*611i
for Hubbard's campaign; and
Deloss Walker of Memphis,
president of the advertising
and consultant agency which




FRANKFURT, Ky. (AP —
Funeral services have been
scheduled for Thursday for a
Kentucky State Police trooper
who was shot to death in an
apparent ambush.
Meanwhile, a, Feb. 20
examining trial has been set
for Jeffrey Cummins, 20, of
rural Franklin County, who
was charged with murder
Monday in connection with the
incident. Police said that
Trooper Clinton Eugene
Cunningham, 29, of Frankfort,
was shot in the back with a
rifle Sunday night as he in-
Nestigated a reported break-in
at a grocery store north of
Frankfort.
Funeral services will be
held at 1 p.m. Thursday at the
St. Paul A.M.E. Church in
Richmond, with burial in the




Mike Judy to represent
Cummins, who was returned
to the Franklin County jail in
lieu of $55,000 bond set by
Graham.
A state police spokesman in
Frankfort, where Cun-
ningham was assigned, said
Cummins was arrested
around 12:30 a.m. Monday at
his home a short distance
from the scene of the fatal
shooting.
He said the arrest was the
result of evidence at the scene
and the work of a trained




Glenn Walton, public affairs
officer for Post 12, said in-
vestigators are looking at the
possibility that the break-in
call was a ruse to ambush
Cunningham. But he said no
motive had been found.
He said records were being
checked to determine if
Cunningham had ever
arrested Cummins or had any
other run-ins with him.
Records at the Franklin
County Circuit Court Clerk's
office show CUMMUIS had a
long record of run-ins with the
law, the latest in 1976 when he
was found guilty of four counts
of arson and one count of
burglary.
Cummins was found guilty
in March 1971 of breaking and
entering and vandalism and
later that year found guilty of
five additional counts of
breaking and entering. He was
placed on two years probation.
A rifle was found in a hedge
about a quarter-mile from the
scene of the shooting and was
being tested Monday to see if
it fired the fatal shot.
Walton said Cunningham
arrived at the Mitchell Market
at 9:25 p.m. and found no
evidence of a break-in. He was
shot as he returned to his
cruiser. A passing motorist
stopped and went to a nearby
house to have them call the
police.
Cunningham died in surgery
shortly after 11 p.m. at King's
Daughter's Memorial
included a Kentucky National .6 Hospital in Frankfort.
Cunningham was the 19th
state trooper killed in action
since the Kentucky State
Police was formed in 1948 and
was the first black officer
killed. He was one of 22 blacks
on the state police force.
A native of Richmond,
Cunningham had been on the
state police force since April 5,
1976, after serving in the Army






campaign received a big
financial boost this past
weekend with a fund-raising Force.
dinner in Louisville bringing He is survived by his
in more than $87,000, ac- parents, Mr. and Mrs. Oliver
cording to Lanny Combs, Cwiningham of Richmond.
Perry County Commonwealth
Attorney and treasurer of StateHubbard's campaign com-
mittee.
Amanda Storment, the Ag Heads In
with a
Answer Session
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
State Agriculture Com-
missioner Tom Harris and
U.S. Agriculture Secretary
Bob Bergland will take part in
a question and answer session
Tuesday at the 33rd annual
convention of the Kentucky
Farm and Power Equipment
Dealers Association.
Bergland will take part in
the session through a
telephone hookup from
Washington.
The convention is being held
Th conjunction with a farm
equipment show at the State
Fairgrounds.
The question-and-answer
session will be at the





contact Holman Jones, 217 S





































Answer to Monday's Puzzle
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Hum. Rts. Corn... 753-0849
Humane Soc 759-4141
Learn To Read . 753-2288
Needline ......753-NEED
Parents' Anon. . 753-1792
Poison Control . . _753-7588
Police 753-1621
Rescue Squad 753-6952
Senior Citizens . 753-0929
Sheriff 753-3151
State Pol. .. .1-800-592-5401
This list of telephone
numbers is published
through the cooperation of
The Murray Ledger &
Times and the Social
Concerns Committee.
Readers are urged to clip





choose from ever 3000




FREE STORE. What is it?
Free Store is a facility set up
and operated by Bible Facts
What does it do? It gives
anyone who are unable to
buy the necessaties of life,
food, clothing, 4urnIture,
medical supplies. How In the
world can you do that free?
By faith and the help of every
one who loves the Lord and
desires to do his will. The
merchants so far contacted,
nave been overwhelmingly
receptive to this form of
charity to the people who
have a real need We are a
non-profit Bible teaching
organization and are able to
give rec loots for con,
tributions and donations
when needed for tax our-
poses. Everyone in Calloway
County who may have items
of clothing, dishes, furniture,
or anything else they might
wish to contribute to this
effort, and anyone who has a
need of these items are urged
to call 759-4600, Bible Facts,







"GOD IS LOVE." There Is no
power on earth greater than
love. Let us show you how
you too may have this love.
Our phone is answered 24
hours a day by servants of
God; Not A Tape. Call 759-
4600, Bible Facts. Hear our
broadcast over WCBL.FM
102.3, Saturdays 12 to 1 and







Church Pastor each day this
week, 4:25 pm on Channel 11 
WE NOW HAVE THE Love
Studio negatives. If you had
pictures made at Love's
during the past 25 years, we
can supply you witftreprints.
Carter Photographic Studio,
753-8296. We copy and restore
old photographs. 
S. LOST I FOUND
LOST: 2 PIGS, 3 months old,
white, 30 pounds each. Lost
in Almo Heights area. 753-
655-4 after 4 pm. 
LOST: SMALL mix breed
female Puppy, 5 months old,
white with black spots on
back, ears and face. Lost -
around south 6th Street since
Sunday. 753-1954.
SMALL BLACK cat found In
vacinity of old city park.
Owner may call and Identify.
753 3230 or 753-8366.
The City of Murray will accept bids
for S police cars. Specifications may
be picked up at the MC Clerk's of-
fice, City Hall Building Monday
through Friday 8 a.m. to S p.m., all
bids will be in not later than February
22, 1979.
 •




Gambrel roof design with 3 levels. This custom
built and decorated home sits on 10 secluded
acres which are wooded and scenic. Located on
Irvan Cobb Road, close to Lake and town. Must
see to appreciate.
Get Ready For Summer
32' x 18' Swimming pool and patio enclosed with
redwood fence. Home is a well built brick vrith 4
bedrooms, 2 baths, plus full basement. See at
$47,500.
Beautiful Lake View
2 bedroom, 2 bath, brick home in Pine Bluff
Shores. Stove, refrigerator, dishwasher, in-
sulated aluminum windows, everything you
could want in a lake home, only $36,500.
5 Acres Inside City
5 acres zoned commercial inside city limits with
city water and sewer Ideal for business of any
kind. See at only $59,500
Lake Retreat
3 bedroom, 2 bath, hitirt eat on 2 lots, custom
built cabin suitabl r round living. Call
today.
Duplex Lot
Here is a good duple 1 with city water and
sewer in Westw ion. Approximately
90'x 156' Call today.
Great Location
Corner Highway 299 and Poor Farm Road. 3
bedroom, brick home, paved driveway, newly in-
stalled fisher wood burning stove. Nice lot which
you must see to appreciate. Call today for an ap-
pointxnent only $37,500
These are few of our listings that we would
be happy to show.
Call today for an appointment
7S9-1707
The Nelson Shroat Co.,
REALTORS
Fir 1 .P1 NG PEOPLE 'SOUR BuSiNPSS'
EVENINGS
Italie Hicks 759-1056 Lou Ann Philpot 753-6843
Nelson fibroid 769-1716



























































































BABYSITTER FOR 31/2 year
old girl. References. My
home or yours. 753-4118 after
5 pM.
COOKS AND Waitresses




New shop moving to








mach. e operators. Apply in
pers n, Calloway
Manufacturing Company,
111 Poplar St., Murray.
HOMEWORKERS! EARN
big 55$ Stuffing envelopes.
Free details Write SayCo,
824 ZN Augusta, Elgin, IL.
60120.
NEEDED, PART time
janitor, call Calloway Senior
Citizens, Inc., between 8 am
-and 11:30 am.
Wanted




sewing machine in a
Maple Desk. 830.00 per
month plus a small








needs someone to make
deliveries from 11:00 to
12:30, Tuesday, Wednesday,
and Thursday Will pay *2 90
per hour, plus mileage.











and Lake City. Will
terminate approxima-
tely October 31, 1979.
Applicants must be
high school graduates
and should apply at






PART TIME, full time
positions opening soon in
your area. Earn $6 to $8 per
hour, must be 18, car and
phone required. For in-
terview call (502) 554-4191.
WANTED: BABYSITTER
for 1/2 year old, your home
or mine, also to keep
schoolage child after school,
near Coldwater or North
Elementary School. Call 489-





10. BUS. OPPORTUNITY 
MANAGEMENT TRAINEE,
chances for advancement,
must be willing to relocate.
Apply in Shoe Department of
Big K.
SPORTING GOOD store
located in Marshall County,
Highway 80, on the way to
Kentucky Lake, has living
quarters attached and 2 gas
pumps. Call 437.4780
12. INSURANCE
We am arm wrftbse imaresice
ea mei& he..., with 3 NC
fermis companies. For best
rates coated Wilma la-
soresece mid Real Estee, 302




Sat., Feb. 17, 1000 A.M.
Downtown, Atwood, Tenons,*
"OLD GIN Ler
PARTIAL LIST OF CONSIGNMENTS: 82 5 Bottom
Massey Breaking Plow; 4 Row Crop Maker; A.C. 6'
Pull Type Bush Hog; A.C. 9 Tines Chisel Plow; 2
Calf Feeders; 150 M.F. Diesel Tractor 74 Model 1100
Hrs. (Like New); 8' Tufline Disc; 2-3 Bottom Flat-
bottom 14"; 2-2 Row Cultivators; J.D. 2 Row
Planer; A.C. Combine 74 Model; 3-4030 J.D. Trac-
top 74 Models (Good), 40 series JD with cultivator,
A series Farman with plow and cultivator, 240
series IN with cultivator wide front, 1130 series
Massey-Ferguson tractor, 1066 series 111 tractor,
five bottom plow, four row IN planter, pickup type,
four row JD planter, pull type super A IN with
cultivator and plow, five bottom JD plow Pittsburgh
four row cultivator, two row cultivator IN four row
Do-All, 510 Series MF combine, 5000 series MF com-
bine, 45 JD combine, 95 JD combine, 300 MF com-
bine, 503 IN combine, 700 Case combine, 300 MF
combine, 410 MF combine, AC model CA tractor, H
Farman Tractor, Four roto planter with three point
hitch (birch), Two JD four row planters, one bale
loader (Henry), 14 ft. MF disc, 12 foot Toughline
disc, 12 foot IN disc. •
We have already surpassed
our $200,000 consignment
Call 901-682-7273
CONSIGN YOUR EQUIPMENT TODAY
WE WILL ADVERTIZE IT IN
THE NEXT AD
The list will grow.
COMMISSION RATES: 7% On Sales with $5.00
Minimum; 1% on No Sale 85.00 Min. VOA Max•
Sellers will protect their merchandise, sellers and
buyers will be issued a trading number. Everyone
bids. Buyers from 10 states; buyers requested to
furnished a letter of credit
SALE CONDUCTED BY
RED BALL REALTY
& AUCTION CO., INC.
FIRM #366
fit N. Market Street, Paris, Tennessee 38242
Col. Frank Nance Sr. Broker
8z Auctioneer Lic. 254
Col. Jim Tate 307
Lunch Served
Corn. Early, Bat Registered, Got Your Trade Number,
and Bs 'toady Ti lid. We Replace Experiments
with ['Wens at Aviation"
Won wi he Hid they M We by csiamy check
We will be receiving from Friday morning at 8
,a.m. until 5 p.m. and on Saturday morning from
7 a.m. until sale is over. Loading equipment will
remain on yard until and through Monday
or







WANT TO buy a 1969 or
belgw Firebird or Camaro,
will pay any reasonable
price. Call and ask for Jill,
753 9181 or 753-4530.
15. ARTICLES FOR SALE
AFTER INVENTORY
clearance sale. Carpet
remnants, all must go, wall
paper starting at $1.50 single
row, mismatch paint as low
as $3.00 per gallon, over
stock spray paint 3 cans for
$1.00, over 50 rolls and
remnants of Congolaum and
Armstrong vinyl flooring,
discontinued carpet samples,




magwheels, 2-10 inches, 2-8
inches, $200. Call 498-8716.
1910 OAK FLAT top
secretary, $675. A pair of
good GT radials. Call 753-
7741.
TWO, 175 X 14 MICHELIN




bedroom suite and 3 piece
maple bedroom suite, both
are in good condition. Also,





Hodge & Son, Inc.
205 So. 5th
G E 18 CUBIC foot,
refrigerator with ice maker,
$7 per week, call Good Year,
WAC, 753-0595. -
19. FARM EQUIP. ,
FARM TRACTOR. 870 case,
1970 model, less than 2000
hours, 18-4X34 tires on back
and 10-100x16 on front tires.
540 and 1000 PTO. (901) 782-
51331, Cottage Grove, TN.
TO 6 INTERNATIONAL
track Drott 4 way hydrolic
dozer loader, $6500. Will




SANTA GOT caught in the
blizzard and left all his
Wurlitzer organs with us
Must sell at our cost, no down
payment, small monthly
payments. Clayton's J & B.
Music. 753-7575.
TRADE-INS: Organs and
pianos. Bargains, $300 and
up. Lonardo Piano Co.,





Sale! Over 100 rolls to choose
from, all in stock and ready
for delivery. Most prices
include pad and installation.
Sherwin Williams, 753-3321.
FIREWOOD FOR sale, oak
and hicKory, $17.50 and up,
cutting near New Concord.
Call 437-4228.
INSTANT STACK shelving:
as many as you need for
home or commercial
storage. Come by and see at
405 S 4th Street, or call 753.





cut with 14 diamonds, white
gold, $500. 753,8694.
WOOD FOR sale. 436 2758.
26. TV-RADIO
G.E. 19 INCH solid state
color t.v., $6 per week, WAC.
Call Good Year, 753-0595.
27. MOB. HOME SALES
1973 DOUBLE WIDE, 24' X
54', 3 bedroom, 2 full baths,
for information call 753-1711.
1975 LAWRENCE, 12' X 60', 2
bedroom, all electric, ex
cellent condition, 54500 Call
753-2316 after 5 pm.
1975 12' X 60', ALL ELEC
TR IC mobile home. Large
air conditioner, enclosed.
Call 492-8511.
28. MOB. HOME RENTS
SPACES AND homes
families only, apply at
Meadows office, South





for rent. Call 753-0757 or 759-
4592.
10' X 40' ALL ELECTRIC,
$70 per month, call 489 2595 
30. BUS. RENTALS
SHOPPING CENTER nex
to Murray State Universit
campus has building for rent
Equipped with gas heat and
air conditioning. Call 753 301
after  5 pm. 
31. WANT TO RENT
FURNISHED APARTMENT
or house, reasonable with
character, Murray - Hardin
area and toward Kentucky
lake, sought by single man in
late 30's with full time per
manent lob. Call 474.2727
extension 218, 7 am to 4 pm or
436-2420 6 pm to 11 pm, and













With The Friendly Touch"
40 WOODED ACRES
OF COMPLETE
PRIVACY. . . large
Private Lake, stocked
w/fish. This property
is not far from Hwy.
094 W. but totally
Prf/, building 
secluded. Beautiful
  recently burned.
NOT TAKING THE CHINESE LONG ONLY 125,000. Boyd
TO PREPARE FOR THE AMERICAN 
Majors Real Estate,
105 N. 12th St.TOURISTS.
32. APTS. FOR RENT
FURNISHED ONE bedroom
efficiency apartment girls
only, $125 monthly, including
utilities for one girl.
Rillerences required Call
753-8355 between 9 and 5
FOR RENT: 2 bedroom
duplex, stove and
refrigerator, near hospital,
$160 per month. Call 753 8271.
THREE BEDROOM, double
garage, has many extras,
fireplace with beamed
ceilings, central heat and air,
appliances included, fully
carpeted. $250 per month.
753-9787 or 753-5600.
33. ROOMS FOR RENT
NEWLY REDECORATED
sleeping room, one block
from University. 753-1812 or
759-4909.
34. HOUSES FOR RENT
THREE BEDROOM, in Bell






DEPOSIT, 4175 MO. CALL







With The Friendly Touch"
COMING HOME TO
302 N. 17th St. Will be a










Real Estate, 105 N.
12th St.
VACANT LUXURY home, no
pets, $250 per month, deposit
$250. Call 753-8333 after 5 pm. 
36. RENT OR LEASE
FIVE OFFICES located 703 S
4th Street, next to Black's
Decorating Center. See








LARGE ROUND BALES of
good hay loaded on your
truck. Call 247.2889
TEN GILDS will fair in
March, 3 open gilds, and 1
male hog. 753-1348. 
38. PETS-SUPPLIES.
COCKER PUPS, AKC, 4











make great Valentine gifts.
435 4481
43. REAL ESTATE
DOLLAR DIZZY? Love a
bargain? Who says you can't
get a home at a bargain, too.
Neat 2 bedroom with storm
doors and windows, car-
peted, drapes, 2 acres for
that garden in the spring.





South 1 2t h at Sy carrior•
TELEPHONE 7531551
North of Murray we






own business In the
extra, three room
building that has never
,been used. Lot is 175
feet deep.
HOUSE AND shop building
on approximately five and
one half acres only 500' from
Kentucky in Cypress Creek
area Property is desirable
for development for cottages
or trailers John C.
Neubauer, Realtor. till
Sycamore St. 753 0101.
Purdom & Thurman




NICE SMALL home near the
University on North 18th
Street. Ideal for starter home
or empty nest couple. Two
bedrooms, abestes siding. A
little clean-up and fix-up for
real enjoyment. $26,750. By
appointment only. Fenced
backyard. John C. N'eutsauer?'"
1111 Sycamore Street, phone
753.0101. Oa tman Farley, 753
9775.
THE GOOD LIFE
Home and 21 acres to
help pay for it. Three
bedrooms, 1-1/2 baths,
living room with large
woodburning fireplac-
e, central heat and air,
and also 1000 ft. of
frontage on blacktop






operate local business for
owners out of town.
Opportunity to have own
business but no investment of
own. Call 753.1492 or 753.1499.






V.15 it.' F nendly Tuui
OFF WITH THE OLD
& ON WITH THE




rm., dining rm., kit-
chen w/range,
refrigerator, disposal.
21/2 acres, barn, great
for horses. ONLY
$32,900. Boyd Majors




3 Bedroom brick on
corner lot. Hwy. 299
and Poor Farm Rd
Paved drive, nice lot, 3
bedrooms, bath, newly
installed Fisher wood
burning stove. All this







46. HOMES FOR SALE
BRICK HOUSE, 3 bedrtoms,
Comity room, 2 full baths,
near University. 753-5791 or
753-2649
Semethisio Specie!! Isecetive
he.. ie Geeshereeph. Extra
feetwes Imbeds Worcs.,
IserOar ahem, pe prill, Wipe
fireplace end mm morel If
you'd Woo smiditimal
formatiee Met this lowly 3
BR, 21/2 bath hems lest cell
es. It's ament so we cam lee&




See how easy it is to
stop the rent habit and
start investing in the
future. See this brand
new home with 3
bedrooms, 2 full baths,
lovely4titchen and cen-
tral heat and air.
House has thermopane
windows and 7 closets
for lots of storage.








DE R LAND...for trees to
grow, you don't' have to
wait...plenty of shaded
beauty on -these 45 acres,
hills, winding creek, add 30
acres m-1 for row cropping
and you have an investment
of only approximately $700
per acre Offered by Loretta
Jobs Realtors, 753-1492

















have all built-in ap-
pliances. Located just
outside the city limits,
so you only pay county
taxes. A beautiful way
to be practical. Priced
at $41,500. Phone Kop-
perud Realty, 753-1222.
44. LOTS FOR SALE
FOR SALE or trade for car
or pickup truck, an acre and
1 lot, septic tank, well,
utility pole, 437.4408 or 753
7975
FOR SALE by owner: lot 1/2
miles east of Murray, on
good road and 500 ft of High
way N. Cit'y waver,;- nti
restrictions, not in a sub
division Call Bob Futrell,
753 7668 days, and 753 2394
nights. 
4S. FARMS FOR SALE
FOR SALE Burley tobacco
Olise.-cheOP, HAI pounds by
February 15,1979 Also bse,
2156 pounds grown on Aurora
farm, 1979. 1-4411565
THREE BEDROOM, 2 bath,
orick veneer home with
carport and utility room.
Located in New Providence
area with 150' X 140' lot Call
753-3231 or 753-5881 after 5
pm. 
47. MOTORCYCLES
1977 KAWASAKI, KZ 650,
red, good running bike, must
sell need money badly. Call
753,0570.
1973 SL 125 HONDA, 1976 XL
250 Honda, 489 2425.
49, USEDCARS
1975 CHEVROLET, 1 ton
truck with hoist, new tires,
excellent condition. Call 436
2716
1977 CHRYSLER COR
DOVA, loaded, call 435-4276.
 l'The Gas Savers"
Murray
Dotson, Inc.




FOR SALE: 1975 V.W.
Rabbit, 39,000 actual miles. A
one owner car, perfect
condition, over 35 mpg, must
see to appreciate. Come by
and see at 405 S 4th St. or call
753.7668 days, or 753.2394
nights.
FOR SALE: 1966 Mustang,
automatic, runs good, new
tires, $950. Call 437-4155.
1972 LTD BROUGHAM, two
door hard top. V8 automatic
with air. Brown on brown,
extra good condition, $900,
call 354-6217.
1979 MAZDA RX7 sports car,





automatic, air, cruise, AM
FM radio, radial tires. 436-
5610.
1973 VW 412, 4-door,
automatic, good condition.
5995. 753-2738.




1972 BLAZER, 350 engine,
good condition, 56,000 miles,
753-5137 after 4 pm. 
1976 CHEVROLET PICKUP,
power steering, power
brakes, air, AM-FM tape
player, wheels, 753.9507
1977 FORD F150, 4 wheel
drive, 1976 Chevrolet 34 ton 4
wheel drive. Both are sharp
trucks. Call days, 753-8533,
nights 753-6132. 
1967 FORD PICKUP. Runs
good, $350. Call 753-8255 or
753 5038 after 5:30 pm. 
1978 FORD PICKUP F-150,
power steering, brakes, air,
automatic, bumper gaurds,
slide in rear window, AM-FM
radio, call 753-8500.
JEEP, 4-WHEEL drive, for
parts or will sell all, $300.
Pikup type body. 759-1739. 
TWO HEAVY duty travel
trailer axles with brakes and
wheels and springs and




WINTER white sale. Prices
reduced on all travel trailers
and pop ups through
February 15. This means
prices you won't believe
White's Camper Sales,
located on Highway 94 East,
753 0605.
53. SERVICES OFFERED
BYARS BROTHERS & Son. 
Generalhome remodeling,
framing, aluminum siding,
gutters, and roofing. Call 1
395.4967 or 1-362 4895
BUILDING,
REMODELING, repatr and




references. V ibra Vac steam
or dry cleaning. Free scotch





and efficient service. Custom
Carpet Care. 489-2774. 
CAN'T GET those small jobs




small concrete jobs. Call 436








Call Tony Teschner, 354 8531,
if no answer 354 8201.
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310 for
free estimates for your
needs.
FOR YOUR driveway white
rock needs, call or see Roger
Hudson. We also do grading
and backhoe work, for free






753-2310 for free estimates.
GRAIN BINS, bulk feed
tanks, metal buildings,
custom building: wood
frame or metal frame.
Complete log buildings on a
turn key quote. A & I Ford
Supply, Inc. 1(9011-6.12-8544.
INSULATION BLOWN IN by
Sears, save on these high
heating and cooling bills.
Ca fl Sears 753-2310 for free
estimates 
INSULATE AGAINST the
high cost of fuel bills! Blown
attic urea fromalehyde. Free
estimates, no obligation.
Kentucky-Tennessee
Insulation, R t.7, Box 258,
Murray, KY, 42071, (502) 435-
4527.
4
53 SERVICES Orfila. D 
CARPENTER, NO job too
small. References. Call 753
8793, ask for Clifford.
DRIVEWAYS, WHITE
rocked and graded, tree
estimates, call Clifford
Garrison, 753-5429 after 4 pm. 
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN,
prompt, efficient service.
call Ernest white, 753-0605.
MITCHELL BLACKTOP-
PING, driveways and small
jobs a speciality, also pat-
ching and seal coating. 753-
1537.
NEED FIREWOOD? Order
now all oak $25-rick. Call
John Boyer at 753-8536.
NEED TREES cut? Landolt
Tree Service. Call George
Landolt, 753-8170,
PACE, SEAMLESS, wet-jet,
all weather gilsonite asphalt
roof coating, reinforced with
fiberglass, used on wet or dry
roofs and other insulation
products. Call John M.
Morgan, Hazel, KY, 492-8161
no answer 492-8696.
ROOF I NG, excellent
references. Call 753.1486
between 7 am and 3:30 prn.
-ask for Shelley. 
ROOFING, FLAT . or
Shingles, water proofing and
mobile homes. 15 years
experience. Call 435.4173. 
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements dry,
work completely guaran-
teed. Call or write Morgan
Construction Co., Route 2,
Box 409A, Paducah, KY
42001, or call day or night 1-
442-7026.
WILL DO plumbing, heating
and air conditioning,
remodeling and repairs
around the home. 753-2211. 
SA. FREE COLUMN
THREE, 6 WEEKS old, ti2
Collie and i,3 German
Shepherd, must find home or




NEW OFFICE HOURS Closed All Day Wed.
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
PRICE NAIR CUT $1.50 PRICE SHAVE $1.25







Floored and ready. Up to 12 x 24. Also barn style, of-
fices, cottages, Mobile home od-ons, and patios, or U.
BUILD, pre-cut completely ready to assemble up to 24
x 60. Buy the best for less.
CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
AUCTION




623 South 4th Street,
Murray, Kentucky
GOING OUT OF BUSINESS




Rules, Tapes, Saws, etc.
Paints and Paint Supplies
Building Supplies:
Hinges, Locks, Finished Lumber, Mouldings, Storm
Windows, Doors, Shutters, Mirrors, Formica, etc.
Store Fixtures
MANY OTHER ITEMS
In case of inclement weather, the sale
will be scheduled for the following
Saturday, February 24. Not Respon-
sible In Case Of Accident
KOPPERUD REALTY OFFERS
NEW SERVICE
Kopperud Realty located at 711 Main Street, Murray, Kentucky, has
been appointed a Broker Member with Guaranteed Homes, Inc. of Lake
Saint Louis, Missouri, according to Bill Kopperud Broker. Through this af-
filiation they will be able to offer, on homes they list or sell, a one year
limited warranty on certain working equipment such as the heating
system, central air-conditioner, electrkal and plumbing systems and fix-
tures, water heaters and softeners, ductwork and built-in appliances
(oven, range, garbage disposals and dishwashers).
If repair or replacement becomes necessary, as provided for in the
CHI Service Contract a toll free call to GUI will bring a local repair
specialist. The homeowner would be required to pay only a modest
deductible charge.
EMMA,
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Mrs. Polly L. Roberson, 77,
native of Hazel, died Saturday
at Dostors Hospital, Mobile,
Ala. She had made her home
with a son, Bill L. Roberson, in
Mobile for a number of years.
Funeral services were held
Monday in Mobile, and the
body was then transferred to
the McEvoy Funeral Home,
Paris, Tenn., where visitation
will be after 4 p.m. today
(Tuesday.
The funeral will be held
Wednesday at 10 a.m. at the
chapel of the McEvoy Funeral
Home with the Rev. Cecil
Brewer and the Rev. Warren
Sykes officiating.
Pallbearers will be M. F.
Cannon, Don roberson, Elroy
Roberson, Curtis Crews,
Richard Paschall, and
Dwayne Crews. Burial will
follow in the Bevil Cemetery.
Mrs. Roberson was born
April 1;1901, in Hazel and was
the daughter of the late Aaron
Lewis and Pernecia Paschall
Lewis. She was the wife of
Raymond Roberson who died
In November 1963, and was a
past member of the Spring
Hill Baptist Church. 
.
Survivors include two sons,
Bill of Mobile, Ala., Senior
Master Sgt. Charlie Gordon
Roberson, Lompoc, Calif.;
sister. Mrs. F. H. (Betty)
Cannon, Paris, Tenn.; two
grandchildren; several nieces
and nephews. A sister, Mrs.
Santifee Paschall, died in 1959.
The family requests that
expressions of sympathy take
the form of memorial gifts to
the West End Baptist Church,
2157 Government Street,
Mobile, Ala., 36606, where




The funeral for Noble Lamb
was held this morning at 10
o'clock at the chapel of the
Byrn Funeral Home,
Mayfield, with the Rev. Don




Milby, Lonnie 0. Harris,
Harold Greer, Hubert
Paschall, and Larry
McManus. Burial was in the
Mayfield Memory Gardens.
Mr. Iamb, 67, Mayfield
Route 1, Wed Sunday at 3:20
a.m. at the Community
Hospital, Mayfield.
He is survived by three sons,
Kenneth of Murray, Robert
David and Clifford Lamb,
Mayfield; two sisters, Mrs.
Mary McReynolds, Murray,
and M. Nell Work, Dixon,





Services for J. I. Moore,
father of Mrs. Anna Louise
Todd of Murray, were held
Sunday at 2 p.m. at the chapel
of the Dunn Funeral Home,
Eddyville, with the Rev. Bill
Dodson officiating.
Pallbearers were Bayliss
Wadlington, Cecil East, John
Atwood, Mcona Wadlington,
Steve Cruce, and Dale Dun-
ning. Burial was in the Rolling
Hills Cemetery there.
Mr. Moore, 82, died Friday
at 8:10 p.m. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital. He




daughters, Mrs. Todd of
Murray and Mrs. Mozella
Bragdon of Eddyville; one
sister, Mrs. Laura Lee
Skinner, and one brother,
Louis Moore, both of Tempe,





The funeral for Mrs. Charles
Darrell (Jo Ellyn) Russell will
be held Wednesday at 2 p.m.
at the chapel of the J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home with
the Rev. Tom Perkins and the
Rev. Jerry Norsworthy of-
ficiating. Kay Taylor will be
soloist with Louise Short as
accompanist.
Pallbearers will be Jim
Warmouth, Dave Mattox,
Robert Spurlock, Dave
Spurlock, Wayne Hopkins, and
Shane Tidwell. Burial will
follow in the Murray
Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Mrs. Russell, 24, Murray
Route 6, was pronounced dead
at the scene of the car-truck
collision which occurred
Saturday at 11:55 p.m. on U. S.
Highway 641 south of Hazel.
The young woman was a
member of the Blood River
Baptist Church, and attended
Calloway County High School.
Born July 12, 1954, in
Indianapolis, Ind., she was the




Russell, one daughter, Cindy,
3, and one son, Chris, 5,
Murray Route 6; her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Mattox,
Murray Route 5; sister, Miss
Barbara Mattox, Murray
Route 5; two brothers, Jay










Funeral services for Larry
(Benjie Norsworthy were
held Monday at 2 p.m. at the
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Dr. Jerrell White and the Rev.
Tom Perkins officiating. The
music and song service was by
the choir of the Poplar Spring
Baptist Church.
Pallbearers were Bob
Hammonds, Bob Cook, James
Sanders, Kenneth Chadwick,
Danny Elliott, and Tim Bir-
dsong. Burial was in the
Murray City Cemetery.
Mr. Norsworthy, 19, Murray
Route 5, was pronounced dead
at the scene of the car-truck
collision which occurred
Saturday at 11:55 p.m. on U. S.
Highway 641 south of Hazel.
The young man was a
member of the Blood River
Baptist Church, a 1977
graduate of Calloway County
High School, and was a press
operator for Hoover Universal
at Cadiz. Born Dec. 1, 1959, in
Calloway County, he was the
son of Larry NorsworthLand
Janice Carraway Norsworthy.
Survivors are his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Nor-
sworthy, and two sisters,
Misses Tammy and Molena
Norsworthy, Murray Route 5;
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.





Final rites for Mrs. Rhoda
Baucum of 727 Riley Court,
Murray, were held Monday at
3 p.m. at the chapel of the J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home with
the Rev. Lawson Williamson
officiating.
Pallbearers - were Perry
Hendon, Hoyt Roberts, Lemon
Nix, Bill Roberts, Alonzo
Forrest, and Dan Roberts.
Burial was in the Hicks
Cemetery.
Mrs. Baucum, 97, died
Saturday at the Westview
Nursing Home. She is sur-
vived by two sons, William L.
(Bill) Baucum, Memphis,
Tenn., and Leland Baucum,
Mayfield; three grand-
children, Morris Baucum,
Murray, Mrs. Norman Evans,








Kristie Ann Stanfield, infant
daughter of Hank and Frankie
Rogers Stanfield, were held
Monday at 4 p.m. in the
Puryear City Cemetery.
The Rev. Aaron McWherter
oficiating. Ridgeway Mor-
ticians of Paris, Tenn., were in
charge of the arrangements.
The baby was born Thur-
sday morning, Feb. 8, at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital and died there that
/night.
Survivors include her
parents and one stepbrother,
James Jason Free; grand-
parents, Mr. and Mrs. James
Rogers, Paris, Tenn., Bobby
Stanfield, Bellwood, Ill., and
Mrs. Ruby Doss, Puryear,
Tenn.; step grandfather,
Wesley Doss.
Federal-State Market News Service
February 13, 1479
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 7 Buying Stations
Receipts Act 620 Est. 550 Barrows &
Gilts steady .50 higher Sows 61.00 higher
US 1-2200-230 the 153.5044.00 few 54.50
US 2300-240 the $53.00-53.50
US 2-3240-250 lbs. 652.00-5300
US 2-4 210-210 the, ' $51 00-5200
Sows
US 1-2 270-330 It* 
US 1-3 300-450 the. 644.00-4600
US 1-3450-500 lbs 146.00-48.00
US 1-3 500450 lbs . $41.00-49.00
US 2-3 300-500 lbs. . 143.00-44.00
Boars 33.0636.00





With Garlic Bread and ' 1 price on Dining
Combination Salad (with meal) Only
Super Special For Kids
Spaghetti and Salad
Wednesday Night
4 to '10 p.m.
Inc-lac-1os os Always
FREE REFILLS ON DRINKS
You Can't Eat This Good














LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Democratic gubernatorial
candidate Terry McBrayer
has filed a group action
complaint with the Public
Service Commission in an
attempt to kill the automatic
fuel adjustment clause.
McBrayer, who was joined
by nine other customers of
Kentucky Utilities Co. of
Lexington, also asked in
Monday's action that the FSC
return to consumers all money
collected under the con-
troversial clause.
McBrayer told news con-
ferences here and in
Lexington that the complaint
was the first step in
challenging the legality of the
procedure under which public
utilities pass along higher fuel
costs to their customers.
-I'm absolutely determined
to abolish the fuel-adjustment
clause," he declared, adding
that if the commission rejects
the complaint, a Franklin
Circuit Court suit will be filed
to accomplish the same
purpose. ***
"The people who run our
major utilities are not
villains," he said. "But they
preside over a system that is
unfair to many Kentuckians
and it is that system that I
intend to change."
Lynwood Schrader, xi ce
president of KU which seeves
more than 300,000 customers
in 78 counties, declined
comment on McBrayer's
complaint, explaining that he
had not read it.
McBrayer, in further
outlining his stand on utility
rates, said if elected governor,





running ads on television,
radio and newspapers to
convince us that our rates are
low," he said. "This is
outrageous."
McBrayer also promised to
back legislation to require the
PSC to review utilities' actual
Dairy Association To Meet
Sunday, Monday In Louisville
The American Dairy
Association of Kentucky will
hold a combined meeting with
the Mid South Division of
Dairy and Food Nutrition
Council oT the Southeast Inc.
at the Executive Inn West,
Louisville, on Sunday and
Monday, Feb. 18-19.
Sunday evening's activities
will include the speech portion
of the annual Kentucky State
Dairy Princess Pageant.
Sheila Greenwade, Mount
Sterling, 1976-77 State Prin-
cess, will be mistress of
ceremonies. Gina Glover,
Glasgow, is the reigning
princess. Tickets may be
purchased for this banquet
event by calling or writing the
ADA office in Louisville.
J. C. Williams, president,
Hodgenville, will preside over
the ADA of Kentucky business
meeting Monday morning.
Presiding over the Dairy and
Food Nutrition Council
meeting will be Bob Bon-
durant, president, Kevil.
Reports from other officers
will be included in both
meetings.
Monday's meeting will be
climaxed with the annual
luncheon and coronation Vie.
new Kentucky State DWy
Princess. The luncheon is free
to dairy farm families who are
members of the ADA, and
members of the Dairy and
Food Nutrition Council, and
who attend the annual
meeting. Tickets may be
picked up at registration from
8 to 9:30 a.m. Monday.
The Ada's, ladies auxiliary
of the ADA of Kentucky, will
be in charge of the dairy
princess activities. The
winner of the Ada scholar-
ships will also be announced at
this luncheon. Mistress of
ceremonies will be Sandra
Stark, Rirrray, 1977-78 Ken-




RANTOUL, Ill. — Airman
Dennis R. Gantt, son of Mrs.
Marie Gantt of 1410 Stadium
View Drive, Murray, has
graduated at Chanute AFB,
III., from the U.S. Air Force
technical training course for
maintenance analysis
specialists.
Airman Gantt has been
assigned to Robins AFB, Ga.,
for duty with a unit of the
Strategic Air Command.
Completion of the course
earned the individual credits
towards an associate in ap-
plied science degree through
the Community College of the
Air Force.
The airman is a 1973
graduate of Butler High




Prices of stock of local tnter,ct at
noon, EDT, todey, furnished to the
IA/sr & Visas by First of Michigan,
Omp.,ai Murray, are as follows:
ladieblal /verge +6.76
Air Products M%
American Motors 1% unc
Ashland 011 . _ ........ 31% +1/4
American Telephone iil% 4%
4%47Bonanza 
Chrysber WI +1
!Ford Motor 41% me
G.A.F. ..  11% mr
General Care 74, (sic
General Dynamics 12 *pi
General Motors 66% + La
General Tire 1514 me
Goodrich 17% + %
Hardens 13% +%
Heubicin 10 vac




Texaco - 34% •-$0.
1141-Mort n% Inc
, liallire , • I3448 MA
The Ada's will meet at 8:30
a.m. in the Shannon Room for
a continental breakfast. This
meeting will include reports
from officers, district
chairmen across the state on
dairy promotional dctivities
and reports on the Kentucky
State Dairy Princess Pageant.
Dairy princess candidates
this year are: District 1 - Mary
Ann Elder, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. John Elder, Fancy
Farm; District 2 — Renee
Jackson, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. James Jackson, Tren-
ton; District 3 — Zinna Faye
Kennedy, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. C. W. Kennedy, Sonora;
District 4 — Melissa Hope
Boucher, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Harold Boucher, Scot-
tsville; District 5 — Patricia
Ann Coots, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. John Coots Jr.,
Finchville; District 6 —
Marsha Crabb, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Marshall Crabb,
Smithfield; District 7 — Leslie
Ann Jones, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Paul Jones,
Columbia; District 8 —
Tamara Lynn Adams,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Everett Adams, Crab
Orchard; and District 9 — Dee
Anna Applegate, daughter of




rather than simply setting
rates based on the utilities'
cost estimates.
The former state commerce




FRANKFORT, Ky. (API —
The legislature's Personal
Sevice Contract Review
Subcommittee is expected to
review nearly 100 contracts
Tuesday, including one with a
Lexington attorney to
examine an investigation of
the Beverly Hills Supper Club
fire.
Thetiargest contract to be
reviewed is the $200,000 to
Cecil Dunn to investigate the
Campbell County Grand Jury
report on the fatal northern
Kentucky fire in May 1977 that
killed 165 persons.
The investigation was
requested by Gov. Julian
Carroll after the grand jury
failed to return any in-
dictments in connection with
the fire.
Livestock Market
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
USDA — Estimated receipts
cattle and calves 1400; limited
slaughter steers and heifers
steady; cows and bulls fully
steady; limited calves and
vealers steady; feeder steers
firm, instances 1.00 higher;
heifers steady;
Slaughter steers choice 935-
1185 lb 64.50-66.70; slaughter
heifers choice 990-1180 lb 63.25-
64.90; mixed good and choice
775-1050 lb 61.00-63.25; good
930-1145 lb 59.75-61.00;
slaughter cows utility 47.00-
52.00; high dressing and high
boning percent utility 52.00-
57.50; cutter 45.00-50.00;
canner and cutter under 800 lb
40.00-45.00; slaughter bulls
yield grade 1-2 1000-1505 lb
59.00-64.75; yield grade 254.75-
59.00; slaughter calves and
vealers choice 180-300 lb
vealers 88.00-103.00; selected
high choice and prime 104.00-
106.00; a few choice 300-345 lb
calves 77.00-78.00; feeder
steers choice 300-400 lb 89.00-
99.75; 400-500 lb 86.00-95.50;
500-600 lb 77.00-87.25; 600-700 lb
73.00-85.00 including a couple
of small lots 609-632 lb 84.50-
85.00; a few 765-870 lb 69.00-
73.00; mixed good and choice
300-500 lb 80.00-89.00; 500-700 lb
70.00-80.00; 700-920 lb 65.00-
70.00; good 350-600 lb 70.00-
80.00; 600-1080 lb 59.75-70.00;
heifers choice 300-500 lb 73.00-
78.00; 500-705 lb 68.00-74.00;
mixed good and choice 300-500
lb 65.00-73.00; 500-835 lb 60.00-
68.00; good 400-700 lb 60.00-
66.00;
Hogs 900; barrows and gilts
.25 lower; US 1-2 220-242 lb
54.50-54.60; No. 2 220-255 lb
54.00-54.50; 2-3 200-275 lb 53.00-
54.00; sows .50-.75 higher; 1-2 a
few 600-7010 lb 49.75-50.75; 425-
500 lb 49.00-50.00; 2-3350-560 lb
47.75-48.50; boars over 300 lb
38.00-40.25; '
Sheep 25; untested early.
candidates seeking the
Democratic gubernatorial
bid, said he favors a state
income-tax credit for home
insulation. He also said he
would push for legislation to
forbid utilities from charging
residential consumers higher
rates than large industrial
customers.
McBrayer comrriended the
Legislature for removing the
state sales tax from
residential utility bills in the
special session just ended but
he said, "Taken by itself,
removing the 'sales tax is not
enough."
During the conference in
Lexington, McBrayer said he
realized that none of his
proposals "will guarantee a
return to the cheap electricity
or the inexphsive fuel of the
past.
"But I do believe that the
aggressive program I have
outlined will protect the public
from abuse by those utility
companies which are more
concerned with their own





With a Hearing Aid?
Chicago, Ill. — A free offer of
special interest to those who
hear but do not understand
words has been announced by
Beltone. A non-operating
model of the smallest Beltone
aid of its kind will be given ab-
solutely free to anyone an-
swering this advertisement
Send for this model, put it on
and wear it in the privacy of
your own home. While many
people with a hearing loss will
not receive any significant
benefit from any hearing aid,
this free model will show you
how tiny hearing help can be.
It is not a real hearing aid, and
it's yours to keep, free. The ac-
tual aid weights less than a
third of an ounce, and it's all
at ear level, in one unit.
These models are free, so
we suggest you write for yours
now. Again, we repeat, there
is no cost, and certainly no
obligation. Thousands have
already been mailed, so write
today to Dept. 5542, Beltone
Electronics, 4201 W. Victoria
St., Chicago, Illinois 60646.
a
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